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Most of the soils. in Oklahoma have been su.rveyed and. classified 
1 
using the system ,.as .proposed.in the 1938 Ag.ricultural Yearbook amLas 
revised in 19492 • A more comp-rehensive classification .system has been 
under development .for a number of years and has been:..used by the Soil 
Survey·inOklahoma s:inca.1965. The newer system penn±tsmore accurate 
groupirig of. soils .because greater emphasis is· placed on the actual soil 
properties rather than on soil genesis. 
This study is· concerned with the morphology of the· soils on the 
Perkins .Agronomy.Research Station, Perkins,. Oklahoma.; and with the 
analyses. of the.more ;important soils on that station to obtain more 
quantitative data than is presently available. These data can be 
utilized as a basis.for.soil.classification and for interpretations in 
rega:rd .. to ~,gricultutal·and non-a,ricultural uses. 
The .specific objectives of•· this study were to: 
(a). Obtain a modern and accurate so1.Lmap· of the Perkins igronomy 
Research Station.outlined by the 7th Approximation and 
(b) Collect and _utilize all available informatieu for .111aking ip,-
terpretations .. iu .... regard . to land use and management .purpo.ses through the 
1 1 H~ G. Byer,s, et al., Soils .. and Men (Washington, 1938). 




use of the detailed soil survey. 
It is hoped that the results of this study will be used by present 
and future agronomists for improving their research. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Soil Forming Factors 
True soil. is the product of joint action by climate and living 
organisms upon parent material, as conditioned by local relief. The 
length of time during which these forces are operative is of major 
importance in determining the character of the· soil in question. 
Parent Material 
Soil material is the product of physical and chemical weathering 
of rocks and minerals (2,5). Joffe (8) indicated that various parent 
materials (the conditions for the otherfactors of soil formation 
being similar) give rise to the same type of soil. On the other hand, 
when the conditions ,for the activities of. the other: .. factors of soil 
formation are dissimilar, similar parent materials. may give rise to 
entirely different soil types. 
The p):iysical and chemical properties.of parent materials dictate, 
to a large extent,: the processes of soil formation. The t~ture 
(relative proportions of particle--size fractions),. of the parent 
material, to a degree, dictates the· depth of the soil.profile. That is, 
under normal .conditions, other. factors being the same, the profile is 
deeper on coarse-,,,than on fine-t·extured .parent materials. The nature of 
elements released, or base status, during rock andmine.r.al decay alsc;, 
3 
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has a specific bearing on soil formation. 
The Perkins Agronomy Research Station is mantled with old alluvial 
and/or loessial sediments from the Cimarron River. This mantle thins 
on the northwest corner o:I; the sta.tion where the Permian Red Beds are 
visible. The mantle is underlain by the Wellington formation, a member 
of the.Sumner group. This in turn is underlain possibly by the.Chase 
group. This· group contains less sands tone than . the Sumner group •. 
Members of. the Chase group are the Herington limestone, Enterprise 
shale, Winfield limestone, Doyle shale, Fort Riley limestone and the 
W:reford limestone.· However, none of these have .been recognized for 
certain .except for the .Wellington. Members of the Chase group could 
probably be recognizable through the Doyle shale (14). 
Relief 
. "Reli.ef implies·.relative. elevatiem and .has· been ,defined as the 
elevations. er inequalities of, a land; surface considered collectively 
(22}. 11 . · The effeets. of moisture and temperature on soil development are 
partially: controlled .by shape, : gradient, length and, exposure of slopes. 
· Relief influences,.soiLformation. through its effects on soil drainage, 
erosion and:runoff •. Slope exposur·e is also a distinctive feature of 
the effect of relief (7). 
The Perkins .Agrom,my Research Station is locat~ o.n. two dist:i,nct 
. levels . .: Elevatiens d..ecrease to· the south, being some 30,;.feet above the 
present floodplain of the· Cimarran River;. Elev:atiei>ns: .to .the north vary 
some 40 feet or more above the .level of· the south boundary (5). The 
west half of the station is much smo>other than the east half. The west 
half· is very uniform and su·itable ·for experimental. plots while the 
east half .. is rGlling; and .. hammocky. with moderate·. to .. strong slopes. All 
drainage from the station flows.in a southerly direction. 
Time 
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Time is .. necessary .. for the development of soil from'.parent materi-
als, Of coarse, the length of time required 'in the·,form.ation of a given··· 
type 0f soil depends on the .other so.il forming factors as well (25). 
According to Zakharov (24) ,'.a soil continues .for a time with all 
of its attributes.· Then, it ·begins, gradually· to· change ,or degrade i.e., 
each soil undergoes .a process of evolution. Like individual organisms'., 
the soil has.stages of youth, maturity;, and senility, Thorp and Smi.th· 
(23) have, suggested that: minimal,· medial,. and maximal subgroups be· 
establish.edforvari0usgreat soil.groups'. ·Minimal.-soils.sh0w no 
textural. differences between .A•,and .B horizens ;. the medial soils have a 
· B horizen· which .is slightly heavier ·than• the 'A;, and· the .. maximal soils 
have a.B horizon that is eons·iderab!ly.,mo·.re.elayey than the A. 
Most·.of· the:. surface .. m:aterial on the ·Research:,Station probably 
dates from. the Pleistocene. · .. St1fficient time has elasped·.cfor an argillic 
horizon.to dev:elop in most of .. the soi.ls in the study area; therefore, 
mast soils· studied ·herein.wer.e in ·the media.ii stage of· soii development. 
Climate 
Jaffe (9) · indicated that, climate:·inflt:tences: soiJ. .. formation both 
directly and indirectly.. Directly, the two .primary e:1ements of climate 
(temperature and',moisture) furnish heat and water to ,react with the 
parent materi.al. Indil".ectly~ the c.lima.t:e,cis responsib,l.e, to a certain 
.. extent for the .type oLflora and· fauna .. in.".an. area'which·,in: turn furnish 
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energy in the form .of organic matter, 
The morphological, chemical, and physical features of a soil are 
mE>lded· hy· ·the. movement and deposition of substances in:.solution. Some 
substances >may :be leached from .the profile completely, others accumulate 
on the surface or at certain depths.. Thus, the soil .. form:ing processes; 
as. affected by temperature . and .. moisture,, .. give, rise to horizon diff eren-
tiation. 
Under each ecological regime a certain type of vegetation will 
establish itself. This vegetation in conjunction with. bacteria, fungi·, 
and other microbes in turn will influence future .development of that 
soil (7) , This soil development will. also be influenced by the animals 
in the ecological regime but to a lesser degree than the plants. 
The climate of Payne County wherein the Research Station is locatecl. 
is subhumid •. The. average annual rainfall for the 38 year period, 1893-
1930, was 33.57 inches •.. The av.eragesnewfall was 6.9 inches and the 
0 
average annual temperature was 59. 4 F. The average maximum temperature 
was 71. 2° F while the average minimum temperature was 4 7. 5° F. The 
prevailing wind direction at Stillwater (the location of the nearest 
weather station) was. from the south, The.average .date of the last 
killing frost in the Spring was April 1, .. and. the .average date of the 
first killing frost in,the-.Eall was Oetober·28. The,average length of 
the growing season, last.· killing . frost . te.· first ·• killing frost, was 
estimated to . be. 210 days (3) • 
Living Organisms 
As the parent material is gradually weathered by physical and 
·chemical.means,. plants can gain a foothold in the recently deposited 
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soil. This .. is one .of .the major s.teps·.:f:.n .:soil·.developm.ent. 
Decayed· plant· and .aniuial r.esidues · are·.mixed, with .the .mineral matter .. · 
of the soil..· This decayed .organic· matt.er,·.(humus} imparts color, 
.pramGte1:1,;;,g.ood ,.struet:ur.e·, ·.a1Jd stabilizes . the so·iL .Acids ·"released from 
organic .deeomposttien enhance-.the· br.eakdown·,ef:·base,:,e.c,.ntai:ning minerals 
yielding solus:ble· nutrients' and· secondary·.minerais ·· sueh':.as·:the silicate· 
elays• and·.oxides of·.iron .and .aluminum,., Under.·these·eonditions, nutrient·· 
depletion may· .. qeeurin:.the ... u.ppe:r;:horizons".while ·tha··.iower-,-.horizons .. are 
enriched •. •·. The.-:extrenre,.ofa.,this' eo:ndi::tion•. is ::generallyz.:associa ted with 
forested ... soils.~ .i.Ld.v.ing,,oxgarutsms (primarily plants) , .. tend-. to stabili'ze· 
the .. aeid-,,base·· 1.r.a.td.~·of,:the :soil solu1t:ien iii :a,·.given ·:w:e:a:tb:e:r:ing situaticm-
by· a prec.ess;__.kno:wn,.as ;nuJ;.r:i.:ent .:i;eeye]l.ing.. !'Soluble. elements are 
absorbed.-:·bys-:piants·,.from,the<so.l:.l· body;.,·,:transloeated .·to-=the· upper. plant 
pa~tts·,.'.,tteili:eas.ed~aga!i.n,,.upon:.;dea:th' .of :,the::plant:;',a.nd·:·:mc,ved,,:downward into• 
the.·,seiL by·:p.e:r:c.elatjmg:;w.ater ,rea.dy.,,,to, be-·,;recyeiked again (2)." 
Payne,::Count:y,;app.ea:ir.s•,,_'f,O·.J:±eui.:n:,ar.:tr:ans:ition.r.beit between the 
pra!Lri:.es·.and .. t.he,,,p.1:ains•):wit.bi.'t.the.;.seilses ·and ·.vegetia~<ion.::su·gg:esting that . 
it is,.mere·:clesel:y·r.elate.a'.·te· the'.'prairies~.- · ,'I'he•,grea:ter:.part of it is 
.tre.el.es:s.;,,but:.:the::mer.e;;b::r.ok.eU,.:areas .... of.: .. sandy,:s.o:i:ica.re,,forested, and 
there· is•,usua1-ly-.. aderes-ted, be:il.t, aleng·.streams (20) • 
. Tb.e·:soi.ls-·,ef: the· :w.est .half::of/ .. the'Researah:.Sta.t.:i..<!ln:.ha.ve developed 
under . the: irifluence .:.of: .mix.edLgrassces,., sueh': as:" licttle;.,b luestepi., big blue-
stem:~e:sw±tehgra:ssy' and·. tnd±a:ngr-ass-,,troge.ther00tt·th' .sueh,tg.r;:asses as blue 
grama,, sand· ,dro.pseed·~ ,,buffalograsSo,,, wes1::ern·.:wh:ea.t",gr:as·s, 0 .and. side-oats 
grams.::,~,-,The., eas.t·, .. half.?,.ef.·· th.e.'.stat:fun ... :Ls~- sand:t~s;:1".and>:.i:ts soils. hav.e 
develeped,.under;· · in1 ;inf.lueBce' o.f; bla.ekj.aekf.:and·,,p&stHeek.,_•,gi;eenbrier, and 
other, .. submrdia11.:t.e, •. plan:ts':of 0 • th:e·:eent:ral· cross timbers (19). 
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Processes· of Soil Formation 
Soil formation (h(')rizon differentiation) is· due. to ,ehanges by means 
of additions, removals, trans.f.ers, and· transformations·within the soil 
· system. Each of the four kinds of· .. ehange aff·eets" many substances 
comprising soil. Examples of im:l3ertant changes' ·that contribute to the 
develepment or· horizons··:are add±tn.ens' of organ:d.c nratter, removal of 
soluble .. salts.and carbonates, transfer.of·humus:and .sesquioxides, and 
. transformations .of primary. into .seeendary minerals•.:.· It· is likely that 
these kinds of .changes.proceed simultaneously in all soils. It is also 
probable .that the·balance,:between,:theseceembinations .of··.changes governs 
the.ultimate nature .of the soil profile (15). 
Soil Classification 
The spt:evious,:,soil classifica.t.ion.sy.s·tem0 .was· based .on.soil formation 
(i.e.,. genesis), and it was concerned.' .. prima.rd:.ly'· with. genetic terms. 
"The basi.ng:.of .classification. schem:es··.soleflyLon .interpretations of soil 
genes:i:sa::is· eensequently .subj eet to large·''l:isksraf error (16)." Another 
def eet of the .older .system was the vagaene:ss·;"'efr,the definitions 
between· the classes.•· The great· soil ,gireaps•:were~,defined in the American ... 
system'· in terms, oL:soil properties;"bot· th:e·defil'l.li:tions were brief, 
and serious diffe:r::ences .of opinion develt9·ped··.en~the;interpretation of 
a number: of those· definitions~· Ideailiy, the meaning:cl!lf a definition 
should·.be precise,.enough.to convey :appre:x:ima:11:eljFth:e· sa.m:e•.understanding 
to a·d.iverse public • 
. Another general'.:ciefeet of pxevi'eus siystemrs.~.was:·'that they were 
· based:.:primarily·,:vn .the•:.:.genesis or· praper.ti.esc,,c,f,v.·li:rgin:: soils in the 
natuN.Llands.c.ape.·. 'Ihis has resulteekiJi,-\seme • sails· being classified 
on properties that were thought to have been present at one time, and 
such classifications are subject to individual bias. In some cases, 
soils have been ignored when no general agreement could be. reached as 
to the genesis of the virgin soil (16). 
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The present.system was put into effect in 1965 by the Cooperative 
Soil Survey. This system is based on the present knowledge of soils, 
but it is flexible enough to change as the knowledge.of soils increases 
or as the soil itself changes. "The new classification differs from 
that of Baldwin, Kellogg, and Thorp which it replaces in two important 
respects: (a) The nomenclature of the higher categories is entirely 
new and (b) the definitions of thl classes are much more quantitative 
and specific regarding limits between classes (U)." 
The new system designated as the "7th Approximation" is a multiple-
category system having six higher categories above the individual soil 
within the scheme. These cate·gories in order ofdecreasing rank are 
orders, suborders, great group, subgroups, families, and series. 
The 7th Approximation attempts to define a small volume of soil (i.e., 
a soil individual). as the basic entity for which the term "pedon'' has 
been suggested. A group of .contiguous pedons within a single class of 
the lowest category (i.e., the soil series) would be called a polypedon. 
A po1ypedon is technically defined as a group of pedons contiguous 
within the soil continuum and having a range in characteristics with-
in the limits of a single soil series (16). Also, under the 7th 
Approximation, soil type is no longer considered a category but a 
subunit of the soil series used in the mapping of soils. 
Although this system is based on our present knowledge of soils, 
it is by no means the ultimate in soil classification schemes. It is 
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recognized that as knowledge .and·.anderstmding'·.of• .. eoils continue to 
·.grow, modification'.or· replaeement,,ef·.the seheme·.:c .. dll .ev:entually become 
necessary •. The basic .objectives 0,of,, the' 7th"Appreximation.' are to organ~ 
ize, define, and .name .classes'.in .the',lowest'.eategory,:,and then group 
these· classes'.into' progressivelyc:broader' eategeri.es · and provide 
· distinetive.names"f.or .these classes.;· Itsgeneral'purposes are to render 
· tha·:eharacteris'ties of' specific· soils'"easier';.to0:remember, to compare 
and contrast the' relati:onships among .like and' unlike' sails in conjunc-
tion .with'.other· elements: of'· the·, environment,, ',and: to=,provide a sound 
basis 1.for .developing .prineiples<of soil genes:i:s~,and:.:soil behavior 
·whieh0 ·have predictive value. 
Criteria of· Cl.assification 
.The criteria proposed bycMarbut (.7) in 1920 for.differentiation 
among soils at the·.level. ef:: the'.s.eil'~type0 ,wera-i::,used·, in making the 
· previous,·soil surv·ey:··of· the·°FerkinsrAgrtmomy•,Resaarelr Station. By 
using 0.his0: eriteria'.:which··. follow, in·~ a'-systematic0 approaeh~. similarities 
and: dif.ferences ,between<Lndiv::tdaal·:: soil,. profiles" eonld:.he',distinguished: 
1. Number· of horizons, 
2 •. Color.of the,various·ht>rizoRs,·.withi:.special emphasis on the 
upper .. one::or·. two; ·:or w.he1;ei:c;olor:denotes reduction or change 
in: par.:ent material, 
~. T·ex:ture·:of·:the horizons, 
4~ . Structure of the. horizons, 
· 5 •. • Rala't;'.ive·,arrangementsT,of''.the horizons, 
·: · ·· 6·~ ·.ChemieaL composition·:of~:each horizon, 
·. 7 •. ,Thickness~of··each horizon, 
11 
8. Geology of the parent material where significant, 
9. Minerological content 0Lthe~soi1,·material, and 
10. Relative landscape position. 
These criterli:.a':,have withstood the'. testr.of'. time~. Close:r:,scrutiny of the 
soil itself has led to an increased appiic.a-tion of·Marbut's ten 
requirements·· for.'a. soil ·unit~: The· 7.th:Approximation·. still adheres to 
Marbut~ s criteria· in: defin:i,.ng:a:.soilr uni.t;t:.but in it- these· criteria are 
supplemented with'. important quantitat.iv1,Fdata: as well. With the 
increasing knewledge::of· the· chemicai, and:-:physteaLproperties of a 
particular -soil,•- the more. narrow·. the: limits:: or~:rauges. in that soil 
become ... This: in. turn:.leads to a::mar-:e .homogeneous soil unit. 
CHAPTER III 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Preparation· of Soils Map 
The new soils map of the Perkins Agronomyc Research Station was 
constructed using the grid system, aw aerial,photograph to locate 
various boundaries and points, and' the guicl-el'ines of.thell7th Approxi-
mation11 to lecate and correct ineonsistane.ies~,as mapped under the 
previous" classification system.·. The·.se>ilc.was·cprobed _every 200 feet on 
the. east half .and.approximately. eve-ey 500 f'eet _on'. the west half of the 
... Station~. Field descriptions of thecsoiLeharacteristics were made, and 
.the points.were,located on.the.ae1;ial photograph. 
Ten, sampling, sites'were seleeted for· further-study •.. These sites 
were considered' representative' of· 0 the,:mapping 0,unitsand·-were utilized 
for describing:typical profiles: for.those'onits'. · .. Sampl:es·.were collected 
according .. to .. the·.USDA,guidelines·aset.fo:rth,for:collection of soil 
samples (18).~ The.previously constructed·soilsmap·along with soil 
descriptions were useful in obtaining the·modern'.:'Soilsmap and for 
making comparisons between pedons. 
Yield data far various· crops :and· soiis 0 were· collected using 
fertility and performance test ·records 'and· for· crops·: on·;similar soils 




Soil samples were air dried·under·laboratory conditions and 
processed sufficiently to pass through' a' two -nmr screen. Percents of 
sand, silt, and clay were determinedc.u.sing the method outlined by Day 
(4). The sand fractions were measured 'by passing the sample through a 
sieve column and .collecting the very coarse, sand, .coarse sand, medium 
sand, fine ·sand, .and very fine sand. 
Chemical Analyses 
Chemical analyses ,were conducted using ,the:methods outlined below 
which are empleyecLby 'the Oklahoma State Soils Classification 
Laboratory. 
Soil reaction was measured by,mi:x:ing a hl .paste of soil and 
distilled water·and a l:Lpaste ef"'soiLand LON potassium chloride. 
The pH was :then:measured·,using~.a':glass.,.electrode meter. 
The. perchloi::ic ::acid--digestion m·ethod wa:s:: us'ed, te-measure total 
phosphorus. by .developing· a .yellow'eolor-and·measur-ing 0:percent transmit-
tance on a colorimeter'. (18).: · A·.blue·:color ·was' also .developed using 
the aseorbin. acid'method (24) .• : , This procedure was 'ased for total 
phosphorus determination in:.the 0,first-·seven profiles. 
The extractable cations '.We!'e:sdetermined using' soil extracts 
obtained by washing 0.the''Soil' samples·:with 0 ammonium'.acetate. Sodium 
and potassium,were' estimated .using: atomic·. absorption· and plotting the 
· results .against'.a 'standard'seurve'i Calcium .and magnesium·were measured 
by titrating with'· EDTA solution (13). 
Exchangeable·, a;luminum was·, determined· by' leaching,. the soil with 
. 100 ml of LON, peta.ssiumcehloride, · The extraet··was' then titrated with 
0. lN sodium hydroxide •.. Next, one ·drop of h}tdl:oc.hlo:i:ic .. acid was added 
to bring back the colorless condition. Ten mLof "c sodium fluoride 
were added, .and the.sample was titrated·with' hydrochloric acid (1). 
Extraetable hydrogen·.was .cal.cuiat.etl .by'. leaehing·_,the soil with 
barium chloride TEA'. selution and titrating the extract·~.to· a pink end-
point using; 0:. 25 . N hydrochloric acid (12) • 
. Cation, exchange capacity was .meas.ured by.·,washing. the soil four 
times with 0:s.odium.acetate,, threestimes•:withc 95,l;. ethanol, and three 
14 
times with::.ammonium .acetate •. , The soil·,,ext1:aets';:were therLread utilizing 
atomic absorption (13). 
The percent'.base .saturation"- (i.e., "-the,.sum1;..ef' the·. cations) was 
determined. by-.adding ,calcium·,·. magnesium·,q;-iotass'.i.um, ·,ancl:-sodium together 
and dividing:-thatc:.total by.the',sum of' caJLeium,',magnesium, potassium, 
sodium;,· .. hydrogen, o.and .aluminum·.- That·.answerds 0.muitiplied by 100 to 
convert. the·.decima,1·:fraction .into·.a percentageci.·'. the': percent base. 
saturation.using:the:sodium·"acetate=.method•,,wa.s;;:determined by dividing 
the sum· of· calcium;. ~.magnesium;·• potassium;· and'i':sodium0 by the cation 
exchange capaeityr.,a.nd·.multiplying by 100 (4). 
Determination"~of ·· organic ·,matter" was· accomplished hy· grinding the 
oven-dry soiLt.o·,a,.60":mesh· fineness.' -,Ten ml".of•:0.4 N potassium 
dicromate and•.'.i:5·.mLef :eoncentratedc.sulforie· at;id· were added. The 
solution was' h~ated :to 161 °c and,.all.owed · to· coed;•,• Approximately 100 ml 
of .distilled·w:ater>was 0 added;·.and·-the speeimentwasr,titrated with 0.2 N 
ferrous· ammonie.m-;.salfate' solution (13). 
·, '', · Clay'Mineralogical Analyses 
The partiole,..,size' separation of' soil· as oa·tl.i.ned 'bY' Kit trick and 
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Hope (10) was used to prepare samples· for clay mineralogy studies. 
Organic matter was removed by adding 25 ml of 30% hydrogen 
peroxide and heating the sample. 'The' iron, oxide coatings were removed 
by washing the sample with sodium'chloride, then·adding 100 ml of 
citrate buffer and heating the solution' .. to 7 5° to so0 c. Dithionate 
was then added to the sample and stirredvigorousl.y. The sample was 
then centrifuged, and the liquid was decanted. 
The first step in particle-size separation was to separate the 
sand fractions by passing the sample.through a 270 mesh sieve. The 
sand fractions were dried and weighed. The remaining silt and clay 
was transferred to a two quart plastic pitcher. The water level is 
brought to a height of 10 cm; and after three and onehalf hours, the 
upper five cm were siphoned off. into. a· two liter bottle. This 
procedure was repeated seven times. Silt.,-size particles remain in the 
plastic pitcher and are dried and weighed·. The clay samples were 
placed in the super .centrifuge for separation of fine clay ( < 0. 2 µ) 
and coarse clay (0.2to 2.0 µ), These>-clay samples-were then trans-
ferred into centrifuge. bottles, saturat-ed,with magnesium chloride, and 
washed with distilled water. Sampies"were · transferred to plastic 
bottles for further use. 
The clay samples were mounted on ceramic slides by the use of a 
suction plate. The samples were then placed in the X-ray diffracto-
meter, and the 20 angle for.the clay,m:i.nerals was obtained for 
magnesium saturation. The 20 angles:are.again determined after 
glycerol-salvation,'. potassium saturation, and heating of the potassium-
saturated specimen.: The 20 angles ·were then converted into a 
diffraction spacing. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Field Studies of the Soils 
A detailed field investigation was conducted to form a central 
concept and allowable range in morphological characteristics for each 
soil to be characterized. The reason for this was to make each mapping 
unit as uniform as possible. Sampling pits were dug within each of 
the major mapping units. The morphology of each pedon was studied in 
detail to determine the thickness and number of soil horizons. These 
pedons were then described according to standard procedures, and 
samples for laboratory analyses were collected from each horizon (22). 
Soils of the Study Area 
The series present on the Research Station are representative of 
those soils which develop within a few miles of major rivers in central 
Oklahoma. Soil Associations which occur in the surrounding area are 
shown in Figure I. Soils which occur in the association are classified 
in Table I. The Zaneis, Teller, and Farnum series are typical Mollisols 
that have developed from loamy materials under the influence of grass 
vegetation. Zaneis is found on the highest parts of the Research 
Station where the mantle is thinning out over the Permian sediments. 
These are well-developed soils but bedrock is encountered within 40 to 




~ -BTK .... Bet:hany--Tabler-Kirkland 
----ts....~· RZV - Renfrow-Zaneis-Vernon 
·-··---
El -- DS - Darnell-Stephenville 
-
DTY - Dougherty-Teller-Yahola 
D PDP'---Parson.,..Dennis-Bates 
Figure 1. General-Soils Map of Payne County and Surrounding Areas 
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. TABLE I 


























Fine, mixed, thermic 
Fine, mixed; thermic· 
Fine-loamy, mixed, thermic 
Fine-silty, mixed, thermic 
Loamy, siliceous, thermic, shallow 
Loamy, mixed, thermic 
Sandy, siliceous, thermic 
Fine-silty, mixed, thermic 
Fine-silty, mixed, thermi 
Fine, mixed, thermic 
Fine, mixed, thermic 
Sandy, mixed, thermic 
Loamy, mixed, thermic, shallow 
Fine, mixed, thermic 
Fine, mixed, thermic 
Coarse-loamy, siliceous, thermic 
Fine-silty, mixed, thermic 
Fine-silty, mixed, thermic· 
Coarse-loamy, mixed, nonacid, 
thermic 
Coarse-silty, mixed, thermic 
Fine, mixed, thermic 
Fine-loamy, siliceous, thermic 
Loamy, mixed, thermic 
Subgroup Order 
Pachic Paleustolls Mollisols 
Pachic Argiustolls Mollisols 
Udic Argiustolls Mollisols 
Pachic Haplustolls Mollisols 
Udic Ustochrepts Inceptisols 
Arenic Haplustalfs Alfisols 
Psammentic Paleustalfs Alfisols 
Udic Argiustolls Mollisols 
Udic Argiustolls Mollisols 
Abruptic Pachic Paleustolls Mollisols 
Typic Chromuderts Vertisols 
Vertie Haplustolls Mollisols 
Udic Haplustolls Mollisols 
Pachic Argiustolls Mollisols 
Vertie Haplustolls Mollisols 
Udic Ustochrepts Inceptisols 
Udic Paleustolls Mollisols 
Cumulic Haplustolls Mollisols 
Typic Ustifluvents Entisols 
Pachic Haplustolls Mollisols 
Udertic Paleustolls Mollisols 
Ultic Haplustalfs Alfi sols 
Arenic Haplustalfs Alfisols 
I-' 
00 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Soil Series Family Subgroup 
Tabler Fine, montmorillonitic, thermic Pachic Argiustolls 
Vanoss Fine-silty, mixed, thermic Udic Argiustolls 
Vernon Fine, mixed, thermic Typic Ustachrepts 
Yahola Coarse-loamy, mixed (calcareous), Typic Ustifluvents 
thermic 










als much like those under Zaneis but are thicker over the Permian, 
Teller soils occur on the more sloping areas of the north part of the 
Research Station and near tension zones between the Mollisols of the 
west side of the Research Station and the Alfisols of the east side, 
Teller. also occupies a large area on the nearly plain southwest corner 
of the Research Station, 
Farnum soils have loamy or silty profiles and occupy the nearly 
level area of the southwest part of the Research Station near the 
boundary of the lowest elevation and where the el.evation begins to 
increase. These soils differ from Zaneis and Teller in that the profile 
is darker throughout and they have an extra thick mollic epipedon, 
The Dougherty, Konawa, and Eufaula series are Alfisols that have 
developed from sandy materials under the influence of deciduous trees 
and tall grasses. Dougherty soils have thin, pale brown to brown Al 
horizons and relatively thick light colored A2 horizons, The subsoil is 
a red or yellowish-red sandy clay loam about 20 to 36 inches from the 
surface.· Dougherty soils have developed on smooth to gently sloping 
areas of the Research Station, In some areas the A horizon may be ove~ 
40 inches thick where sandy materials have collected due to wind action. 
These soils are similar to Dougherty except for the extra thick surface 
soil. Konawa soils are similar to Dougherty soils except the A horizon 
is less than 20 inches thick. These soils have developed on smooth to 
strongly sloping areas. Eufaula soils have thick sandy A horizons 
overlaying thin red or yellowish-red sandy clay loam horizons at 42 to 
50 inches. Eufaula soils have developed on smooth, duney areas 
adjacent to local drainageways on the east half of the Research Station. 
Alluvial soils of the area are Pulaski and Wet clayey alluvial 
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land. The sandy Pulaski.soils develeped·on nearly level floodplains of 
local drainageways. These soilscare stratified sands and.loams. Since 
most·of·the:vegetation··has·been'cleared·fromthe·east part of the 
· Staticm,·.most:of these·.soils·have an overwash· of loamy fine sand. The 
Wet clayey« alluvial land·: is . only a small area' and · is c non~ar ab le. The 
soils of·this··unit·have'possibly·developed'in the·cut-off of an old 
river channel. 
Carwile,.soils·.have developed· in depresslf.ans·from·:sands and sandy 
clays deposited,£rom surrounding areas under{the influence of grasses • 
. In.ternal drainage· is· poor, and,·water' is ponded' during' wet seasons. The 
Carwile soils,en the:Perkins farm'have heavier'and·thieker clay layers 
than· the• modaLfor this· series~-· The·revised• r>etailed Soils Map of the 
Perkins·AgronomycR.esearch-:·Station is:.shownin·:Figure'.2:.with accompany-
ing .Legend in Table 2 • 
. . Individual . Soil-· Deseriptions of the 
: t., .. ,: Research Station 
Konawa·.F.ine: Sandy:doam,:..l-;;3%· Slopes (lB) 
This· unit .consists ·:oLsandy, light'-col:or.eeLseils developed on 
convex·.slopes. ,_ · Th.ey· have• brown :to dark' brown' surfaee··horizons with 
. a somewhat·d!bleached',!· lighter colored A2•·horizon\i." .. The A horizons 
. range from,iil.2: ta· 20 inches . in thickness .. ,···. '!'he·: Bt horizons are yellow-
red'-to··red,;:sandy·:loam' and<:sandy clay~:loam~ ~ · Strueture,'.of 0:the B2t horizon 
is .. subangularc blocky: while,. the·.B3 ".harizon:;: is:·weak :sabangular blocky 
grading 0:te,.structoreless'massive · as" is" the<:,C 0 horizen:.below. The soils 
· of· this,;mapping· unit·.fit 0:the 0·.description<".Of'mapptng<ca.nit !B-3 below 
• 



































Figure 2~ Detailed Soils Map of Perkins Agronomy 
Research Station, 1972. ( All of Sec. 
36, T18N, R2E, Perkins, Oklahoma 
?2 
TABLE II 
LEGEND FOR DETAILED SOILS MAP OF PERKINS AGRONOMY RESEARCH 






- stream (crossable 
with imp.) 
unclassified 
poor motor road · 




'< soil sample locations 
gully (not erossable) 
stream (not crossable 
-··-
with imp . ) 
SOIL LEGEND 
Symbol Soil Name Symbol Soil Name 
lB Konawa fine sandy loam SB Eufaula fine sandy 
1-3% slopes 1-3% slopes 
lB-3 Konawa fine sandy loam 1-3% 6A Farnum silt loam 
slopes, moderately eroded 0-1% slopes 
lC Konawa fine sandy loam 8A Teller loam 
3-5% slopes 0-1% slopes 
lC-3 Konawa fine sandy loam 3-5% 8B Teller loam 
slopes, moderately eroded 1-3% slopes 
lD Konawa fine sandy loam 8B-2 Teller loam 1-3% 
5-8% slopes slopes, slightly 
eroded 
2B Dougherty fine sandy loam 
1-3% slopes 9B Zane is loam 
1-3% slopes 
2C Dougherty fine sandy loam 
3-5% slopes 9C Zane is loam 
3-5% slopes 
3B Teller fine sandy loam 
1-3% slopes lOA Carwile fine sandy 
0-1% slopes 
3C-3 Teller fine sandy loam 
3-5% slopes, moderately lOB Carwile fine sandy 
eroded 1-3% slopes 
4A Pulaski soils llA Wet clayey alluvial 






Konawa Fine Sandy-;Loam, · i-3%· Slopes:,::Moderately' Eroded . (lB-3) 
These are sandy, : ii:ght~colored soiJ..s ,:whieh'..developed on convex 
slopes :·of · the eastern' half : of··the• Station~ ' ·.They· ha,ze ::.brown to dark 
brown·.surfaee':horizonsr.:with·:a · somewhat,:lighter · A'i. : ho.rllzon:. The entire 
A horizon· is ·. 20 ° inches '.Or ' less ' in thickness'. ' · 'fhe~. subso.rface horizons 
· are yellowish-red tored :: sandy clay loam. 
Thefollowing .. profile, of : Konawa' fine · sandr,loa•m';w:as sampled 9~0 
· feet · south· and80feet west ' of , the' northeast 0 corner ' of · the northeast 
· · 1/4 of · Section• 36 ·, Tl8N, · R2E, · Payne'·County·, Laboratory and graph 










(Inches) * .. :·' ' '. ' · ' ' ' ·· Description 
· 0-6 ' Light · brown· (V e.. 5YR 5/4 moist) • fine sandy loa'm, 
weak medium 0.granular 0 structur:e.; : friable when 
· • • · · · moist; · abrupt: smooth boundary. 
6.-,.2(:) • Yellowish1. red ,,(5YR·S/6 moist) c sandy clay loam, 
moderate',medium•;subangular : strue.ture; firm when 
moist; mader·ate',continuous clay films, gradual 
smooth boundary. 
20-,29 Light ye:llowish ·brewn•{lOYR6/4 moist) sandy 
clay loam~ weak' medium' subangular blocky 
. . :. • · ,' , , · : structure; ' firm" when moist; : gradual smooth 
boundary. 
29.,..40 ' Light · yellowish' brown,. (lOYR . 6/ 4 moist) fine 
40-50 : 
sandy loam:, t struetureless:, ' massive; friable 
· when: moist; , gradual : smooth boundary. 
: Very ' pale· brown,:{ieYR:-'l/.4 . moist) loamy sand, 
structureless; , massive; ·: very-. friable when 
·moist; gradual · smooth boundary. 
50..,,.70 _:; Light · yellowish · brown: (H)YR·.:6,'4 :moist) loamy 
. , sand, struc,tureless:~ massiv:ev .very friable when 
.. moist; : gradual ' smooth boundary, 
70-91 · · Reddish · ye!low (} r. 5YR6/6 '. mo.ist) loamy sand, 
structureless; · single .... g:rain; . ery friable 
when moist; '. old : aH.uvial de sits. 
TABLE III 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSES OF KONAWA FINE SANDY LOAM 
1-3% SLOPES, MODERATELY ERODED (lB) 
FJELD SOll TYPE Ofl PHASE; KONAWA FINE-S.ANDY LOAN 
SOll CLASS'lflC.-Tl·ON: UL.TIC KAPLUSTALFS, FINE-LOAN\'i fl[Jlf:'O, THEMIC 
lOCATICH: ·pn N.. ·of WOODS ON E. SIDE, 
PERKINS FARN, PERKINS, PAl'HE C.OJNT't. 
SAMPLElb: DALE -ao,eas DA rt1 MY 1.2, 1969 
PROFILE OCSCRIPTIOH: 
S.4-KPl:E JWH-BER HOR.UON OEPTtt THICKNE.SS COLOR 1111 TE·I.T-URE 
69-0K-60- 6.- l . AP o- .. • 1~5Y'lt- 5/lt FSI. 69-CK-60- ..... 2 821T .... 20- _!,\ 5.0YJt. Sit> SCL 
69-CK-60- 6- .3 822T zo- 29" 9 10.0.'fl. fj4 SCL 
e9-0K.- 6-0- 6- 4. 83lt 29- 1to• 11 10.Gl'R 6/4 FSL 
69-0l(-t,0- b- 5 Cl 40- 50- 10 l~OYR 7/4 LS 
69-0IC.-60- 6- 6 CZ .50- 10• 20 10.-0YR 6/'t LS 
69-0K- 61:r b- 1 C3 1-·o- 91• 21 ·J.S'l'R 6/tt LS 
., 








_ .. .1!1U.l.l- e,1e,,,1a.1J E ,,110Wi1;t1Eil·1aa r.ni 
SA.Mflf. NU·"BER K20 KCL cec 
69-JJK-flO- 6- 1 ,.1 •·l a.-, 69-0k.;.60- 6- Z 6 •• •• o 18.6, 
69-0k-60- .- 3 6.1- s.1 10.s 
69-0K.-60- 6- o\ 6.9 s •. 9 J.5 
• 9 ... 0K-60- 6-. 5 6.9 5 .. 5 .. , 




PHYU(M..~ oAf·,\-: .lNALTS'f: -~Jl!'I FOAO 
&SANO •· &SlLT . 
20., 
24.0 
• ,~"(ic_..;.60-- 6- l . 62 .. 1 
_-.6~0K-b0-· 6- 2 -51 .• -0 
- ,tt,9-0K-·60- -6- ·_3 · . 56.8 .. 
69-:CK-60- -6--·°'" 68.t. 
69-~~ r s·· , •• , 
69-0l.-60-- 6- .• - 76 • .2 





~.' -1.· • 
SANPl.E NJNaEA: CA/NG 
69-0K-~ ~ 1 J.Sl 
,,-oc.-60- .6- 2 , ... 
69-0K-CO- 6- 3 1.41 
69-0K-ttO- 6- ,,_ 2.n 
•9-Ck-60- b- 5 1.t..4 
· 69-0k- 6~ tr 6 1.n 









• H CA HG K .... 
Q.00 s.10 1.so 0 .. 31 0.21 
4 .. 10 6.ao· ,.10 0.3+ 0.2, 
, ... 1t.10 Z.90 o.zi. ·0.24 
1.2, z.10 0,90 0.14 0.23 
0.1.9 z.30 1-.40 0.15 .0.22 
. o;l'I z.oo 1.50 0.20 0.23 
o.n 1.90 ' 1.,0 0.20 0.3,0 
2 .... 10 .o.oo ,s.z, 
32.DO o.oo 4.27 
.ze.H o.oo .z.aa 
z.3.11 . o.oo +.22 · 
u.n 0.00 ,.1-. 
11.11 o.oo 5.,s 
.a.-35 o.oo 6.15 








-IIULU-Illtl U AN -L 
AL NAAC SIHI liF CAf. 
°" 
o.oo UJ 100.0 1.10 
o.oo. 
.i •• Jl.1 0.90 
o .• oo 11.1 .. s.a o.so 
o.oo ,9•··4 12.J D.30 
o.oo •••• 12.2 0.10 
o.oo .75,0 u., o.oo 
o.o-o -IS.It -•i.2 o.oo 
·31~65,. 
20.53 
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The· Hlum. thickness :varies, from· .. 40' to 58 inches ... 'thickness of the 
A horizon:varies from· 4 to 15 inches,. .and:· textur.es• .. are".primarily fine 
sandy loam:.. The .subsoil ranges.,.fr.om light· sandy .clay ... loam to sandy 
clay to sandy loam, 
These soils,.occur: on ;gently:: to,.:moderat:el.y,:siep.ing •;convex slepes, 
The major component:_of :. this mapping:~unit~eons±sts:of a: light-colored 
fine .sandy .. loam:A .. horizon; :10•. to:20:inches:. thiek.~ ~.:,.It:. is: underlain by. 
· · a yellowish.red· sandy clay 'leam. B2t,horizon.;.whieh:.grades to a fine 
· . sandy: loamc: to.,loamy· .. fine~sand C horizon. 
· The:followingcprofile:C:>f:.Kcmawa,.fine:..saudy.doaim:.:was:.taken 200 feet 
: east and:::50:~feet:.ne:rtb2.of :.the• presentcwelL. houseoen: the:st:ation or 2600 
feet: northeastccof _ the:soa.tbwest~ee.rnera·of: Seetion, 36, .Tl8N, R2E, Payne 










.. ,.Dark :brown. <7~5YR: 37'2) ,fine sandy loam, 
weak:mediumrgrantrlar;.,very:cfriable; many 
fine roots; :many wot'lll:.:ca:-sts; · abrupt smooth 
boundary. 
Brown (7. 5YR: 4/4) fine'~saudy loam, with 
connnon·.m,edium:distim.ct.:dark:.brown. (7 .5YR. 
3/2) mottles; weak!::ineciium subangular 
blocky; verrfriabie,; :many· fine roots; 
many' wairm:,casts~ ·abrt1pt•: smooth boundary • 
. , .Darkrred:(3i.5YR 3/6):sandy:tclay loam; com-
pound ::moderate·:coarse" prismat:ic:and moderate 
mediumt sub angular blocky;: firm; many fine 
roots; ·common·worm•casts; moderate 
·continuous· clay·· films•; :·.gradual smooth 
boundary. 
TABLE IV 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSES OF KONAWA 
FINE SANDY LOAM 3-5% SLOPES (lC) 
FIELD SOIL ·TYPE UR PHASE• kONAWA FINE SANDY LOAN 
SOIL CLASSIFICATION: ULTIC HAPLUSTALFS, FtNf-LOANY, NllEO. fHERNIC. 
LOCATlOf'U 200·• e. 4 5.0• N. · Of WELL MOUSE Oft. 26001 tt.e. Of s.,w. CORNER Of 
sec. 30-Tl8N-R2E, PEHJ<.lNS FARM, PERKINS, PAYNE COUkTl'. 
SANPLER: DALE ROGERS DATE: HAY 12, 1969 
PROFILE DESCRIPTION: 
SAMPLE- NUHBE:R HORIZOti DEPTH . fHICKNESS COLOR IHI · TEXTUl<E 
&9-QK-00- 3- 1 ~ 0- .. • 7.5YR 3/2 FSL 69-0K-bO- 3- Z AZ 9- H·• 5 7.5YR •H FSL 
69-0K-60-- 3- 3 ezzr l.,,._ 26• 12 3.5YR 316. SCL 
69-CK-60- 3- ·4 azn 26- 44• 18 2. 5fR 1t1b' FSL 
69"-0K-60- 3- 5 83 •11t- 55• 11 2o5YR 5/8 FSL 
69-0l<-OO- l- 6 c 55- 6C" 5 z. 5YR 5/6 - FSL 








--flilil- EJiI&IC[ABLE -C..tllOKi1SEQillQg f..tl:i 
SAMPLE NUll8ER H20 -KCL <CEC H CA NG K Nl 
69-Gl(-60- 3- 1 5.6 4.7 .5.9 z..10 2.10 0.10 o.Z4 0.01 
69-0lt-60- 3- 2 6.5 s.5 3.6 hl5 2 • .0 0.30 o.u D.06 
69-0k-6o- 3- 3 508 5.2 12 • .1 3.H s.sa 2.10 O.o\• o.oa 
H-tK-60- 3- 4 - 5 •• ,.e 9.7 3.14 -4.00 z.ao 0.32 o.oe 
69-0K-60- ~ 5 5.8 5.0 9.5 z.95 3.10 2.10 o.u 0.01 .. 
_69-0K-60- )-. •. 5.9 s.o 6.,i_ .. 2.40 2.60 z.30 D.09 . 0.09 








AL NAAC - SUM OF CAl. 
o.oo .S2.'il 53.6 
-. o.oo 79.7 60.9 
o.oo 71,f> 69.5 
0.00 74.Z 69.1 
OoOO· 73.0 · 10.2 
o.oo - 80,3 u.o 
LSAIIIL511~DIILS. 
--L P.P.11. 
ON TOTAL P 
1.61 .. 150 •• 
0,53 100.3 




SAMPLE NUIIIIEII &SAND - fEXTURE i>zllll ~-,n~--~.-~vl'r'. 
69-0K-.O- ~ •l · 56.9 
69-0K--60•_ J- . .l --'6lt.1 
69-0k~- ')- 3 - 55.4 
69-llK-60- )-,4 - .67.6 
69-0K-4'0- 3- S 65,7 
i>9-llK-60-:l- •• 69.5 
INTEIIP11£HVE ClLt~UONS•' 
SAMPLE ·NUIIBERJ CA/Nf. 
69-GK-60- 3- 1 · J.OD 67.0S 
69-0K-60- 3- Z 8,00 72,DO 
3"1.'61 ll~U -25. 77. 19 .. 52 
-~-:;:: o, .• o.o 31.H , -12.6.J 2t.79 20e63 ·o.oo 
69-0l(-60- 3- l - -1.96 70.Z9 
69-0K-60- 3- 4 ,.u 194.00 
69-111(-60- 3- ' 1 • .i2 U6.67 
lZ.73 a.97 ·3.0~Sli ._ 21.33 6.42 . o.oo 
Z-1.74 10.a4 33,H·· 19.lf> -,.:n- -_.. o·.a.o 
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* · Description 
.30 
Red (2. 5YR0 4{6) finetsandy'.loam, compound 
weak coarse.prismatie.andsweak medium sub-
. angular:;.blecky•;;..friable;: common fine roots; 
, : : mederate·discontinu.eus .clay ,f.ilms; gradual 
smooth boundary. 
Red (2. 5YR 5 /8) .. fine, sandy loam, weak 
.medium· subangular;··.friable;,.few fine roots; 
'· gradeal, smooth boundary. 
Red G2.5YR:S;/6) fine sandy loam, old 
alluvium. 
The Al ·horizon,ranges ia, hue from lOYR· to 7.SYR:.with dry value of 
4 to 6 and chroma ofc,2· and 3. •' The. A2,horizon exhil;dts.,v:alues greater 
than 4 •.. Textures,range:2£:r:om .. ~loamy, fine,sand.to f.ine sandy:.loam. Color 
of the B.2t' ranges in.,hue::from, 2.5YR: to 7.5YRwith value-cof 4 to 6 and 
chroma·.of:4 to 8 •. Texture ranges '.from. heavy: fine'.sandy;:.l.oam to sandy 
clay loam~· The C horizon· textm:e ranges from,loamy, fine., sand to fine 
sandy loam • 
. KonawaeEine< Sandy·.'Loam,.,,~2~5%{:1$l:opesz:l'Moderatel·rEroded ( lC-3) 
The'generaLcharacteristies' of, the, soils in this 'mapping unit are 
the same,as,:in':the . .mappingc:.u:ai.'t',fiC), deseribed above. 
The• following.'profile·'.e>f'·Konawa·, fine sandy•loam was sampled 600 
feet north of' the southeast•.eorner'of' the southwest·,,if 4 of Section 36, 
T 18N, R2E, · Payne· County. Laboratory' and ,.graph• analyses are included 







Dark brown (7.SYR,3/2) ,. fine sandy loam, with 
fewrdistinct red (2.5YR.:4/6):mottles; weak 
medium subangular'·blocky.' and· weak medium 
· ·granular;, very:friable;'many·fine roots; 
·many·worm•castsJ'abrupt·smooth boundary~ 
TABLE V 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSES OF KONAWA FINE SANDY LOAM 
3-5% SLOPES, MODERATELY ERODED (lC-3) 
FIELD SO IL TYPE OR PHASE: KONAlilA FINE, SANDY LOAN 
S01L CUSSIFICATIOIC: IILUC Hill'LUSJCM.*S, FIH-IJAIIY; HUED, THf;R·NlC 
LlltATUJH: if&1t r.J;~.pJ~'::f! ~y~WGQ~\~~ $£C. 36-T18N-A2£s 
SAMPLER: DALE 'ROGERS DAT·E• ,IU\' 12, 1969 
PROFILE OESCIIIPTION: 
SAMPLE NUMBER t!EIRUDN DEPTH 'THUXNESS COUIK no ,ffX,JUl(f, ST'RI£ TIIAE tDHS'ISfEll(;E 
69-0K-60-_ 2- 1 &P 0- 1" 1 7.5,YR 3/2 , ·f,SL lllSBK-~IIGR ·NVR 
69-0K-60- 2- 2 821T 1- 23• 16 2·.SYR --416 SC:L 21:PR ·111'1 
&9-0K-60- 2- ·3 8,22T 23- 32:• 9 Z.i.5YR .'¥/t. FSL lCPR-lMSBK NFR 
69-DK-60- 2- 4, 831 32- 40"' 8 z.~YII 4/6 FSL lCPR-l!ISJIK MAI 
69-0K-60- 2- 5 83Z ..o.....: , •• :14 2.~y·· ,.,6 J FS&. JIFII. 
69-0K-60- 2- 6 c 56- 60- ' 4 2o5Yll"lt/6 '· FSL 
CHEMIC,tl Dill A: ANALr5TI JIN FORD 
SAMPLE 'lllliUIER 
69-0K-60- 2- l 
69-0i<-60- 2- 2 
69-DK~60- 2- ,3 
.. -tlK-60- 2- 4, 
"'9--- 2-·5, 
.. 9-1JK"'"°7' z.::-.• 
--!IIJ.il __ 
HZ,O KCL , at,_ 
euaacr,N e ur.10Hs,1t.£A1100· Al·s 
. --lll'~lUlll -1- P,PoMo 
.,_; - .U MG K NA 







-..,- , s.a 
.s ••. , , ...... 
·5.;, 11 •. a 
, 5,1 ', , 14.6,: 








.. i1Li ti""'i.t\JE{ 
-• · 1Ni~.ilHEi1~ ui.ciiur i•• -
' .S-"'PlE NUMBEIU 
69-0K"-60-' z- 1 
6'9-0<-60- 2-' Z 
69'-0l<-60- 2- J 
69-,.IJK-60- z- • 
69-0K-60- 2- 5 
69-0K.-00-, 2- 6 
'CA/116 
































-D,10 Q.DO , 
o •. oe . ,o .• oo 
,,, 0.06 -
,' 0.06 . ,O. lcl _ 













."IMC·: SUM llF-UT. IJII- TOTAL P 
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Dark reddish brown (2 •. SYR 4/6) sandy clay 
loam, med er ate' eoars.e· prismatic; firm; many 
fine roots;· cemmon worm casts; moderate 
continuous clay films;.gradua.l·smooth 
boundary. 
Dark· reddish brown (2 .• 5YR.4/.6) fine sandy 
loam:,., compo:und .weak,.eoars e, prismatic and 
weak·mecli.1:lm'.subangular blocky; friabl.e.; 
common . fine :reots; · diffuse·. smeoth boundary •... 
Dark reddish brown (2~5YR.4/6) fine sandy 
loam with:.eomlll.en·coarse,,diseinc.t light brown 
(7.5YR 5/4) mottlas; weak coarse .prismatic 
· and weak 0 medium• subangular blocky; friable; 
. few' fine,roots; · dtffuse,smoeth boundary. 
· Red (2.,,5YR,4/6) ;·fine sandy;.loam with common 
· · · eoarse 0 dist1.n:et l:.ight brown (7 .5YR 5/4) 
mottles; friable; 0 diffuse" smooth boundary. 
Mixed-red (2.5YR,-4y6)·.and .light brown (7.SYR 
· 5/4) fine· sandy,1eam.~ old alluvium. 
The.·.A·horizon ranges from,4' to 12 inches·::i.n•,thiekness, and it is 
net uneommen' for Al ·.and,.A2 to' be·mixech,.: See'-:preeed:ing description for 
ranges,.in other· individual·· characteristics. 
The soils• of• this 'mapping,.untt.:coccur·,on:mod:eratalyc:sloping areas 
on thee present' turkey f ai::m' en· the··.·stationron,·eonvex, .. slopes i • The surf ace 
· soil is brown to :dark 0 brown with 0 .a 0 lighterree!l:ered A2::horizon. About 
35 percent of the unit·is under·cultivation. 
The profile·,cleseription. is. the same· as ·that:.given.i.for Konawa fine 
sandy·: l@am; · ]~5% Slopes . (IC) • 
34 
Dougherty Fine, Sandy~ Loami::, . .l-!!3l Slopes ( 2B) 
The soils in this·ma:pp:ing;unit.consist largely,oLlight-colored 
loamy fine sand 20 to 30 inches thick with: a:red: to· yellowish red sandy 
clay loam B2t horizon:.which:.grad:es:-.to·: fin.e::sandy.:-loam'.:or loamy fine 
sand in the C horizon:.. :These:soiis·a?:e:iew,,to:modera;te:in fertility, 
internal drainage. is.medium,. and:.wate.1;.,,.holding:.capacity- is moderate. 
Permeability is moderate:,·and· therare:.well drained. 
This profile.was .sampled:2227 .feet:.td, an.d: .. 289:feet west of the 
northeast corner of Secti.on: .. 36, T18N, >R2E.,: Payne':Ceunty. Laboratory 

















..... Dark yellowish browu::(lOYR: .. ·3/4) loamy fine 
.sand, weak fine: graEunlar:.s.tructure; very 
friable; clear,. wavy boundary. 
Brown (7. SYR· 5/4) loamy' fine: .. sand,. massive; 
very friable' when moist;:: clear boundary. 
Yellowish red· (5YR 4/6) ,,sandy clay loam, 
. mode1;ate medium,· subangai~T:bl®cky structure; 
slightly firm when moist'.';: gl!'adtial boundary. 
Yellewiskred. (SYR 5/6). sandy clay loam, 
moderate:'medium·, suba.ngular:,bloc.ky structure; 
firm when moist;:gradual boundary • 
. : Yellewish red (SYR';..5/8)., sandy clay loam, 
weak, medium' subangaiar• blocky s tr,uc tur,e; 
·. friable when·moist;' gradual boundary. 
Strong' brown· (LSYR:.5/8) 'saady:.·:loam, massive; 
friable. 
The surface soil color varies·from pale'brown'to:light brown where 
these soils have been cultivated;: ·The· texture,·of: the: A:.horizon is fine 
sandy loambut mayinclude·some·loamyfine:sand,:·The,eelor of the Al 
horizon ranges .from pale brown'·to,dark yellowish-:brown:.to brown. The 
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Figure 6. Graph Analyses of Dougherty Fine Sandy Loam (2B), Profile No. 8 w 
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A2 horizon· ranges· f rom:very' pale~ brenr. to:_ paletb~ewu::.te>: light· yellowish 
brown:.: :The: B2t: horizon·.ranges' in,.;.eo.1-or. from, redtto" reddish brown, 
yellowish·red, and::reddish yellow (hue·,varies.'from!-:2,.;5YR to 7 .5YR). 
Texture·varies'from,sandy:clar:.loam,;to sandy.,claJh. The·texture of the 
C. horizon.ranges. from, ... loamy fine' sand::,to'..light:.sandy clay loam • 
. Dougherty:..Eitl.:eLSandy£.Loam., ~,-3~5% Slopes ( 2C) 
The, soils,.of: this :mapping:.unit are,,sim!1ar, to 0 .the'. above unit but 
occur. on: steeper. slopes.. The •. surface, hoiE:i:zons ·,are,. from 20 inches to 
36 inches :deep~, ,·· The::. profile: is: similar:·t.er . theLon·et:.described above. 
These soils .. are,,highly subject:: to: erosion:ancl::.shoa.ld: be carefully 
maintained:.: .. Sul!'f.ace: thickness ::.varies .gres:ti:y::dt1e?. to::.:i:emoval of trees 
and,.of: soiLfonbuilding terraces. 
Teller' Fine, Sancl;;;:Loam,:.::;'.lo::,!% Slopes (3B) 
The:· soils: in:. this:mapping::.unit: are, traasit:ienal · between the 
forested soils of, the: east, side,- and 0 th;etprairlec sails ::of ':the west side 
of r the:R.esearch,:.Statfon~r :This,mapping,:unit.s.typ:teally' consists of a 
dark brownror, hrewndine~ sandy,.loam A horizen•.which, grades into a 
brown. light,: sandy,. clay, .. leam Bl:. horizon.; :. The :_J3Qt.c:,hori.zon:. is typically 
a.yellowish.red sandy clay'.loam~ , Itibecomescmo:r:ercred with:depth. These 
soils:.are· well•. suited" to:small.:grains;: sorghums;:c.etton; :legumes, and 
. grasses.: ?.They: are,,naturally:well'.drained~: :, Internal 'drainage is medium; 
permeability,and-:.water.,,.holding·capaei.t;r:' is.•.mederate,; '._ ·These soils are 
moderately,. high' in·.nat.ural:fert.ility;' but, thera.re' suseeptible to wind 
· and:.water' ero.sion:,under.',cultivation. 
· · , ·· ·This'profile was 0 sa.mpled,:l56V':feet:0 west,and:.1237'feet•:south of the 





















· Dark'brown:,.{lOYR 3/3 moist) •.fine sandy loam, , 
· ·moderate,mediums.granular:.structure; very 
friable;·· abrupt:. smooth boundary. 
Dark brown' (Hl:YR '3/3 moist)·· fine sandy loam, 
.. strong granu:l.ar to' w'eak :subangular blocky 
structure;: .friable';' gr aduaL smooth boundary,. 
.. Brown: to dark: brown· (i.:. 5YR·.4/4 moist) light 
sandy claylo:am, weak1:medium subangular 
blocky stru.e.ture;. friable; gradual smooth 
boundary;.:. ver:r few <black concretions. 
Brown .to dark brown (7 .SYR 4/,4· moist) sandy 
clay. loam~ m0derat.emediu111 subangular blocky 
.straeture; 'sl.ightly firm;: few· gray mottles; 
. -few 0:black· cc;meretions; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
Strong-brown.':(:il~SYRf.5/6· mo.ist) sandy clay 
. loam, moderat:e~medi.um': sahangular blocky 
·structure;· s1igm.tly· firm; ~f.ewa.gray mottles; 
few black concretions;' gradual smooth 
boundary. 
Str-c:mg · brown·· f:l ;5YR,·.5/6 ·.mo.ist}' sandy loam, 
strong· granulali.'. to·,weak,·sabangular blocky 
streeture ;. ·· fria.bl.e? eomm0n.::reddish mottles; 
· · gradual'smooth boundary. 
Strong: brown· 0'~.5YR•.5/8'mo:tst) sandy loam., 
massive;· friable';' streaked: with reddish 
· brown.'mottlesJ!:g=r~daai,smooth boundary. 
Saticl.y:.loam·, grading•,inte, loamy sands. 
The A horizon is largely•a,fine•sandy,;laam,batcmay:vary into a 
loam. The A- horizon··is-dark~brawn: to,.brown:,.:haedOYRito'. 7 .5YR, value 
· of 4 · to 3, and . chroma of- 3 · and:: 4~ ,.·. ' The Bi .'·her hone.:srangesE in color from 
brown to reddish brown, and::.the.,,B2t:.horizens::.from, strong brown to 
yellowish red to reddish brown:;.,· ·.The· texture~: of c:- the,-B2t-: is sandy clay 
loam •. 
Teller-- Fine Sandy::Loam1' 3-5%- Slopes:; ·,Mederately-.Eroded . (3C-3) 
This mapping:unit:has:.been· dissected by locaLerosion. However, 
erosion: is: now. being. controlled· by a bermttdagrass .. cover:. .. Soils of this 
mapping,unit are similar .. to. the, one. described above. except· for loss of 
surface soil. 
These.0 soils. occur along ... narrow drainageways,. which run through the 
more sandy, east side, of. the2station •. They--are. typicaL along streams 
which drain::from~:the crosstimber. resource. area<+ .. Some.:of. the profiles 
. sampled · resembled. the. Port .. soils. but. were. v-erys restricted. in area. The ~ 
soils have.,a, lighLbrown color .. f .. roms 6. to 18 .. inches deep,. Texture of 
the A horiz1:m·:is,loamy fine,,sand; .. Thesubsurface,is ·.a brown to pale 
brown fine sandy, ioam which ,is stratified wLth.:reddish .sandy clay loams. 
There are same·,small.:areas of Pulaski '.soiL ''wet'' included. in the unit 
due to seepage·:in those·areas.t ,These,,soils ,are,generally well drained 
· except for the;cwet·spots •. Internal,drainage 0 is:amediumj permeability 
is moderately,,rap:hd:,ian1L-water,;;,helding. eapaeity' is'mederate. Natural 
fertility is,mede:r;ate.· The-following profileof Eulaski soil was 
described 140Q, feet' north and, 742 feet west' ef:: the' seutheast corner 





Ap Brown (lOYR 5/3 moist) loamy sand:, weak fine \ 
granular'structure; very,friable; clear 
boundary. 
Al .. 5,,,15 Dark brown: .(10YR4/3 moist) fine sandy loam, 












Yellowish. brown (lOYR .5/ 4 moist) .. loamy sand, 
massiv:e,; •very· .. f;riabl.e;, abrupt boundary • 
• Dark,brow.n(7.5YR4./2) sandy loam, weak 
medium,,granu1ar structure; friable; clear 
boundary. 
··Dark brownc(.lOYR .4./3 mai.st) sandy loam, 
weak, raed:ium, .. subangalar .. ,blocky ,,,and weak .medium 
gra:aular, s·tFu.eture; friable. 
Yellowish::red., (SYR 4/6); sandy c.lay loam, 
moderate:•medium<'subangttlarcc;bloeky structure; 
. s1ightlyrnfirm when moist. 
The >reeentlytdeposi ted, sandy·:. material" ranges' from,,.$,. to 26 inches 
deep. · , There' are,,some- areas ,:where, b!'ewa,, .. or c dark:brown,:1.oam and fine 
sandy::loam., .. bui;ied.::surfaee,•layers:c.an·be,foando_.:in:this:,mapping unit • 
. . .. Texture of,the,:s1:.1;rface soil .. ranges>fromc:'leamy: f±ne sand::to fine sandy 
loam~. The subsoiLmaya:.be .. stratified:',loam.:and fine ;sandy·.loam, but it 
is .more. commonly:ac:fine sandy'.:loam. : c:Colors :of the 0.A,:horizon range 
. from:pale:brown.c:to .H.ght brown::to::reddi.sh,:brown; ... hue: from:lOYR to 7. 5YR • 
. The.subsoiL:colors may,be:brown., .. yellowish;:,red:, .:or:red; hue ranges 
from:2.5YR to 7.5YR • 
. .. Eufaula:. Fine:,SandypLoami:1:-.,3% Slopes (SB) 
...... This .mapping:::unit:,consists.,0£.soils.:wh:ich,:..havec:light,.,,cqlored sandy 
.... surfac.e:horizons .and :hav:e:.no .. illmz:iated:.cla:yc..above :40 .inches. The B2t 
... horizon. consists .. of.: reddish sandy .;clay- loams .whi~h£s.eccur in bands • 
. Eufaula~ soils ihave:··thicker, :more:.sandy:. sor.fa·c:e· · l:a.yers'•'.than the closely 
competingrDougher.ty,; sq.ils .•. :. ··. The'.yellewish·,.red.:fine·~sandy :.loam or sandy 
clay·loam:.subsoiL:ee.eursc: at :a:.depth ~ef,about .5()::inches .... ·: .:Eufaula soils 
areexeessivelycdrained, and 00dnternaL draina:ge,and permeability are 
rapid •. Water-holding capacity·and·natural·.fertility.are·low, and these 
soils are very suseeptible. to wind :and ·water erosion, 
The following profile:of Eufaula :li'ine sandy loam~wassampled 1200 
feet west of· the northeast: corner of :the southwest. 1/4: of Section 36,. 
Tl8N, · R.2E, Payne· County. ·taboratory:and · graph analyses are included 





















Very dark:.gray;il..sh brown, (10YR.,.Jf2) loamy fine 
sand; single g:i;a±n,; ver.y·friable; few fine 
roots; :abrupt:smooth boundary, 
Very dark grayishobrown (lOYR .3/ 2) and brown 
(7,5YR 5/4) loamy fine·sand,.single grain; 
very friable;: few fine 'roots; .diffuse smooth 
boundary. 
Light brown (LSYR 6/4). fine.sand with common 
fine·distinct.vel'y·da,i:k"grayish brown (lOYR 
3/2) mottles, single grain; very friable; 
few fine·roots;:d;iffose·smooth boundary. 
Light·brown (:i,5YR 6/4).fine.sand with common 
fine distinct:red (2.~5YR. 4/6) :.mettles, single 
· grain;rvery: friable;: few fi.ne,.roots; abrupt 
smooth boundary, 
Red (2~5YR. 4/6) · sandy:clay::loam, compound 
weak coarse prismatic" and· weak medium 
subangular. blocky_. structure; friable; 
moderate:continuous clay films; gradual 
smooth boundary, 
Red (2.5YR·5/8)·fine:sandy:loam, weak sub-
angular blocky structure;· friable; diffuse 
smooth boundary. 
Yellowish red· (5YR'. 5/6) • fine: sandy loam, old 
alluvium. 
Texture of· the Al' horizon ranges· from· fir-re'. sand: to :fine sandy loam 
· : · although: the dominant texture' is fine sandy ·loam~· · The'.entire A horizon 
· ·ranges from·a·very dark:grayish,brown:to·light~:brown:to:pink, hue from 
· · · lOYR: to 7 ~ 5YR~; : The: B: horizon: ranges ::from: pal:e~bro'IATn: to: yellowish red 
TABLE VII 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSES OF EUFAULA 
FINE SANDY LOAM 1-3% SLOPES (SB) 
FIELD ~DlL TY PE OR PHASE: EUFAULA LDMIY Flllc SAND 
SOIL C.LAS:)IFlC.ATIQlitJ PSAMMf~TIC. PALEIJSTALFS, S_-ANDY, s1uceous. TttfRMIC 
LOUTIC ... : i1~i . .J·•F1l_~~·~eJ'rr:;RP~Ni• roo4f·;~ OF ~C. l6-TlSN-R2£, 
SAMPLER: DALE ROGERS DATE: "MAY 12., .1969 
PROFILE DESCR~PTIOh: 
SAMPLE '-UMiJER HOl<l ZON OEPTH TH.ICl<t<ESS COLOR INJ HXTIJll,E 5RUCTUllE tONSI STEJC;E 
69-0K-t,()- it• 1 AP 0- 9" 9 10.,0YR 3/2 LFS SG NYFR 
09-0K-60- ~ 2 AU2 9- 19• 10 10.0YR 312 LF5 SC. NllFR 
69-0K-61:r ..,_ l A21 19- 36• 17 1. SY'R 6/4-..- FS SC. NYFl 
a,9-CK-60- It- .\ A22' 36- 50• l .. 2• -SYii '4/6 . F5 SC. NVFJI 
69-0K- t:Cr- ~ .5 82T 5U- 56• 6 2.5YR 5/a SCL ltPll-11151111 NFI 
6'9-0K-60- It- 6 83 5&- 1()11 14 5.0YR 5/·6 F5L 158'< IIFRI 
CHEMICAL DAU: A·NA:l.Ysr, JIM FORD 
!t:Uil 
~ 
EIIB6'IABLE c.AU0tjS1tlEQ£JllQ r~ : .. JllULUilllillllll 
SAMPLE NUMBER H20 KCL CEC H CA NG· k NA AL N,UC $UII Of' 'CAT· 
-9-a.~- +- 1 6.8 6.0 •·l o.oo 2.20 0.90 0.01 0.17 o.oo 79.l 100,0 
69-0k-60- - 't- 2 1.2 •• 3 2.6 o.oo 1 ... 0 o.oo 0.01. 0.11 o.oo a2.1 100.il 
69-0K-OO- ,._ 3 7.5 6 ... 1.3 o.oo o.50 o ... o 0.01 0.06 o.oo 75 ... 100.0 
69-0K-60- ,,.._ .\ 7.3 6>0 1 ... o.oo o ... o 0.50 0.01 o.a.. o.oo 10.3 100.0 
69-0K-60- It-- 5 6.2 5.0 a.9 0.19 3.20 1.00 o.oz 0.31 o.u 50. 7 96.l 
--L P.P.11. 
Oii TOTAL P 
1.22 .112.1 
o •• o 15.6 
0.19 n.a 
0.1 .. 50.2 
0.4Z . 50.2 
6"9-C:K-60- ·- • 5.a .... 12.9 o.z,, 2.ao 2.30 ·0.02 0.32 0,32 42.3 95.5 . o.i.. aa.o 
PHYSICAL OATAJ ANALYST: Jiii FORD 
SAMPLE MiNIIU ISAND '&SILT Cl1AY 
,9-0K-60- ·or 1 - 65.6 
6·9-0k-oO- ·-. 2 1&.2 
. 69-0k-6o- ,._ J 82.9 
ft.9-Qt-60- ,._ 4- 86.3 
69-0K-60- <>- 5 69 .. 1 
... Ol.-60- ... 6 •T.6 
1111-TERl'RETI WE CALCUI.ArlDNS: 
SAMPLE NWIIER I 
69-o«-60- .. - 1 
69-0K-oo- ,._ 2 
•9-0ll;.-60- ,,._ 3 
69-0K-60- 4- .. 
69-o«- 60- <0- 5 



























TEXTURE • &>21111 lid ,es I $&ND SLllflrn~-----·-&115 US . &Vf5 
SL o.o o.o o.o 20.0 :u.2 12 •• 
SL o.o o.o 3.3 26.5 n.a 14~1 
LS o.o o.o 3.2 n.2 3".5 14.l 
LS o.o o.o 3e9 J0.5 n ... llt.-S 
51:L o.o o.o 2.2 n.a 31.,3 , •.. 
51:L o·.o 11.0 1,9 14,3: ,.-.-.. 17.-3 , 
Cl AY FIFE Pil:JICI f_il.lE_ Otlla ll!IUT 11111 
· ll SllT~-~~~--vcs I CS I 1U I FS I l#s 
23.ai o.oo o.oo n.23 n.5• u.u 
10.os o.oo 3.71 30.29 31.61 "16 •. 10 
s.i.. o.oo ·3 •. Mt JS.66 39.U , •• 11 
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to red in color, hue from 2,SYR to SYR, 
Farnum·.Silt:Loam1 ~0-,.1% Slopes (6A) 
The soils· of this mapping:. unit: have: a dark surface::lay:er to a depth 
of 26· to· 36 inches. The dominant· color· of the· A horizon: is dark ,brown., 
These soils occur in: a~.slight: depressional ·area.at the :base: of the 
south-facing slope on the west side of the station ... : The ,finer sediment!;I 
which have been: carried,dciwn. and .deposited. from: above are at least in 
part responsible: for. the'. thick,.·: dark; ~silty- surface layer •. These soils 
have developed, on:what is,.thought,. to:be' an·.old: Teller soil. At a 
depth: of: approximately:::4€Lto SO~inches,: a contrasting:material of sandy 
clay . loam·. is· encountered :which· is: possibly·. the :remnants-:of: the argillic 
· horizon·:of · an·.old::Teller'.profile~ · ·.The·:native'~vegetatien·.of · these soils 
was tall.grass .prairie~·_ These soils· are·well drained,. and internal 
drainage .is•.medium .. :', ·.Permeabilitycis'.:moderately .slow'~', ':Water-holding 
capacity is medium, and ·.naturaLfertility'. is'moderately high. The 
principle· crops are=wheat' and'.sorghum; ·.but·.cotton;·· legumes;· and grasses 
do quite well. 
The· following profile was·.sampled 800: fee:t·:south:and 500 feet 
east· of the: northeast: corner:oL the: southwest-::t/ 4.,of :.Section 36, Tl8N, 
R2E; · Payne· County~. :Laboratory:and-.:graph:. analyses· are:.ineluded in Table 







Dark brown fL SYR 3/2) silt·~ioam, compound 
weak medium subangular blocky structure; 
weak medium: granular and ·moderate platey; 
friable; many- fine roots; :many· worm casts; 
abrupt·smooth boundary. 
TABLE VIII 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSES OF FARNUM 
SILT LOAM, 0-1% SLOPES (6A) 
FlEUl SOIL TYPE OR PHASE• fARNUII SILT LOAfl 
SOIL i:.lA.SSlflC.lTION: PA.CHIC ARGIUSTOLLS, FINE-LOA.Ml', MUEO, THERHIC 
L,CAT 1 ON: PERKINS FAaH, PERK. INS, PAYNE COUNTY, 
aoo• s. 4 500' .e. OF NW CORNER -OF S.W 1, ... OF SEC.36-T18N-RZE. 
SAMPLER: DALE ROGERS DA.TE: HAY 12,1969 
PROFILE DESCRIPTION: 
SA.11PLE NUl4BElt HORIZON DEPTH THICKNESS COLOR CHI TEXTURE STRUCTURE CDNSISTEfrCE 
D9-0K-60- 1- 1 AP o- .. • 7.5YA. J/2 Sll lJIS8K-l"'R ... C>9-0A-6~ 1- 2 Al tii- 1e• lZ 7.SYR J/2 Sil 1NS81l-2NGI MFA 
c.9-CK-bO- 1- 3 821T 1a- ze• 10 7. 5YA 3/2 SlCL 2FSBK IU'l 
69-CK-t.0- 1- 4 B2ZT zs- •o• 1l 10.0YR 3/2 Cl 2MA.Bll-2CPl 
"'' 69-0J<.-bO- 1- S 83T 40- 63• 23 10·.ovtt 3/Z SCL lMA&K.-lCl'tt Nfl 
69-CK-bO- 1- b c 63- 10• 7 10.crva lt/3 SCL 0 Nfl 
6'i-OK-o0- 1- 1 lit 70- JS• s 10.0YR lt/3 FSL 0 
C.HENICM. DATU AN-ALYSJ: JIN Foao 
et!llL- flIB 4q4au_uuQ!th.tl.EA/ 100 &NS _IM $E .U.Ua&llillf 
SAHFLE IWJNIIER H20 KCI. cec ~ H CA ... k HA AL· NAM: SUII OF CAT• 
4-,9-0K-60- 1- 1 6.0 s.2 9.2 o ... o s.oo 1.~o o • .a 0.10 o.oo 12.2 .... 1 
b9-CK-60- 1- 2 •• z 5.6 11.1 o.<0 6.60 1.60 0.10 0.10 o.zo 11.1 93.3 
e,9-0K.-6~ 1- 3 •• s 5.7 lJ.O o.50 •• ,o 2.10 O.ltO 0.10 o.oo 11.1 95.2 
bi-OK-60- 1- It 5.1 5.5 u.s o.so a.oo s.zo a.so 0.20 0.10 75.l 90.0 
b9-C.IC-o0- 1- 5 •• z 5.5 ... 0.20 lt.40 3.40 a.Jo 0.10 o.oo 95.3 97.0 
69-0K- 60- 1- 6 6.1 s.z 6.Z o.zo 3.80 z.zo 0.20 0.10 o.oo 100.0 96.9 
6,9-CK-60- 1- 7 •• o ... z ... o.zo 2.10 1:.ao o.zo 0.10 O.ltO n.2 19.1 
,HVSlCAI. OAJA: ANALYST: Jiii FORD 
SA NPLE NU MBE I\ SSAND csu.r SQ.AT TEXT'UA.E lDZ!lll IVC.$ -.es I SINO 1)1'14&JIPIU,1FS 
•9-0K-60- l- 1 21.4 ss ••. 16.0 SIL o.o o.o o., .... 8.2 
b9-0K-60- 1- .z ZZ.6 53.4- 2 ... 0 Sll o.o o.o 1.0 5 •• o.o 
69-D«.- 6Cr 1- 3 21.1t sz •• 26.0 SlL o.o o.o 1.2 ••• ... 69-U-60- 1- lt 31-.S -..5 21.0 CL o.o o.o 4.2 IS.I 12.1 
69-C*.-61r 1- S 70.0 15.4 .... o SL o.o o.o 1.2 31. 8 23.2 
69-0K-60- 1- 6 77.1 12.0 10.2 SL o.o o.o 1., 3 ... 2 .C6 ... 
69-CK-oO- 1- '1 s1.s 29.0 13.5 SL .o.o o.o i.a , ... 25 ... 
INT UHET IVE CALCULATIOIISI 
SAMN.E NUflllS.1 
6fr01l-6~ 1- l 
69-0K-60- 1- 2 
t19-0K-60- l..;_ 3 
69-DK-~ 1- " 
69-0K-60- 1- S 
69-0K-61r 1- 6 

















~-~~i£LffillJ.Ll!ZE1D~f181AYIICllw Zl I uEl 
66.19 o.oo 0.95 7.62 .. i. l'S.ltl 
10.2, o.oo 1.12 1-.,1 1 .••• 13.16 
11.011 o.oo l.6Z 9.19 a.9z ,~19 oo.,, o.oo 5.75 21.64 17.53 1 •• , 
11.,1 0.00 a.31 .36.91 26.98 •• 11 
U.36 o.oo 1.69 38.01 29.40 '10·.,1 
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18 ... 28. 
* Description 
Dark .brown (7 .5YR 3/2:)silt loam, compound 
weak.. medium .. sub'angular. b:.ioeq: aad. medera t.e · 
. medium .. granular sitr.W".ture; :friab.le.; many 
f in-e :1roots; . many . wc:,:rm;: .c:as.ts,; . gradual smooth 
boundary. 
Dark .b~'.:(:'r.,5YR.9/2) 'silty clay loam, 
. m0det;at:-e· ·f:ine. ,suhang.u.,larc: .. .b1~ky structure; 
. ··-· ..... ~. . .... fr.i.l..bJ..e;: .many:.£ine.-s:~&.ts.;::.m.aay: worm casts; 
. gradu'a'l .. ·smo:oth boundary. 
28~40:: ;. 
40-63 
Ver-y· .d-ark!,· .. grayd:sh·:•br"C>wn .. -(lOYR ~3-./2) clay loam, 
.compo1;1.nc.kmoder:ate.,medinm:iangular blocky and 
moderate· ,:eoarse pr±smatie:::structure; firm; 
common f-ine·. roots;. strong,.eontinuous clay 
films; _ graduai: smo.oth boundary. 
Very dark grayish .. bt'ewn (lOYR .. 3/2) sandy clay 
loam, comp0ound we-aicmed:l:um:.angular blocky 
and weak :coars-e',priismatic ._structure; firm; 
few fine roots;--:mcder.a:te<~ontinuous clay 
.films; :gradual: .. smooth boundary. 
63-,.70 - . Yellowish;,.brli>:wn:r{l:(l)Ylb,4,l-3} sandy clay loam, 
... : s.tructurelessr ab1;upt::smooth~boundary; old 
alluvium. 
70 Yellow±sh~brown,.'(.l:OY1L4t/3) fine sandy loam 
with.~,cearse:,disti:a'Ct :.ma.ttiles'.-and stratifica-
tions: oLreddish-eye·ll-ow:, (-7·~:5YR 5/ 5) ; old 
alluvium. 
The. A. horizon is primarily::.aasilt. loam, ,b·ut~,as:small~percentage is 
loam •. Color. ranges•>from .dark::-brewnr.te::veryr. d-a'J!l~ ... grayish brown, hue 
.. 
from lOYR to 7.5YR·, value of k 11.o'3,· and··chroma:,3~to·.2 .• The A horizon 
is 26.to.36·inches deep. 
· ·. The B2t· horizon :has an. inerease·. in·:fine,,and:-med.i.tun~0aand. Texture 
.ranges.:,from·.clay_.loam-in·: .. the.:upperspa:ut·~:to1sandy!.elay loam in the· 
lower· part~:. : Color · ranges-~- from.,,dark0J;,rown".'. thrl1)ugh:: yellowish' brown; hue, 
· lOYR:.through·:7 •. SYR;.·value;:.4:.thren:igh 3;.:and.::.ch:roma~::.2>through 3. The 
. · light:, sandy clay:· .. loam: to .. sandy:,leam;·- yellowish:,brown:::B3::·horizon grades 
... into ... the: sandy:.alluviaLsediment:s'.:.cof:..the ... C ~horizon below, 
.. 'feller:::Loam,..0~1%· Slopes (SA) 
This :mapping:unit consists::of·: soils with:.a::brown·:to:dark brown . .A 
· ·. horizon which: is:.:!13 .• to:..18: inches: thiek.; .• . The:.Bl .. het:izon:.is .a ·•.·light,clay. 
loam to. light::: sandy::clay :. loam·; :color is:brown·.:to'. reddish:brown. Textur.e 
of the B2t:~:is: predominately $andy~clay;: :The:::C: horizon:::begins between 
40,,and 60,.inches-belew.the surface. 
These.soils." are,:well~ suitedd:cr: smal.Lgr.ains,.::serghums, cotton, 
legumes; and:..grasses~:.;,.,Their:.permeabilities·:and:.water.;:ohelding capacitiee;. 
are, moderate~:. and,, they:: are :naturali:yi. welL;d:r:ained.::::: Internal d ra inag e 
is.·. mediunr, .... and~ .. nat.ural::fe1ttil.ity,,is.:..:moderately high. 
The.:-,following, prof:U:Le:·:w:as.sampl,edr,660,,feet,.nor ..th ... :and::61 feet. west 
of· the.:,westiroad:.ofLHighway.:33 :by:; tlle~·farmhouse;:or~.80· feet west of 
the·nort:heast.:corner::of .:..plot.3700.;. ,,Laberatory,:and:::gr.aph:.analyses are 










* · Description 
: Dark brown . (.lOYR .. 3/4) fine· sandy loam, 
: tnodera.temediam·:·.granular,.atructure; very 
· friahle.:when·:m(i).'.ist; :abrupt boundary. 
· ,:Br,ownish .black (7 .5YR 3./2 moist) fine sandy 
lo-am';·· weakmedium 0 subanguiar 0 •• biecky struc-
: · ture;: friable·when~moist;.:gradual boundary. 
13-18 · :. : : · .. ,.Dark: .. brown::(l©YR.: .. 3/4 ·.mo.:ts.t).:l.ight sandy clay. 
· : , ,. : · loam;-1.:.moderate:smedium::cs:abangular bl.ocky .. 
: .. : · :. :. : ·. : ·.: str1;:rcture';, friable whencmoist; gradual 
boundary. 
18 ... 26 ·Brewns(iOril,·4/4 meist)•:::.sandy clay loam, 
:. s trongr medium·· s:abangular: bi~cky. structure; 
· : : firm whe:n: moist:;.,. gradual boundary, 
TABLE IX 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSES OF TELLER LOAM 0-1% SLOPES (SA) 
FIELD SUIL IYPE OR PHASEa TELLER FINE SANDY LOAM 
SO~L CLASSIFICA.TlOfO UDJC AAWIUSTOLLS, FJttE-LO,UIY, 1111£0, THEAJIIC 
LLIC.ATUJN: 
~o;.Hr ~i~~ef J"J ... iP\1~~0,irr·:eol~I.;lJ BY fA'R'MHOYSE OR ao• W 
SAMPt..fA.: JIM FORD DATE SI.NP!.EO: 1/J0/·11 
PROF H.E DE SC.RI PTI ONI 
SAHPLE NUMBER. HORIZOIII OEPTH THICKNESS tOt.DR. Utt TEXTlHlE STIWCTUllE CONS ISTEHCE 
ll-Qt;.-60-10- l •• o-
,. 1 10.0Y·lt: J./4 .... 2NGA .... 
71-0K-bO-- lO- 2 .. 7 .. 13• • l.5YR, J/2 FSL 1"591< ... Jl-OK-60-10- 3 
"' 
ll- ... • 10,0YII. )/ft SCL 2Nsa• MFA 71-0K-~10- 4 82lT u- u• I 10,0U. ft/ft SCL 3MSBK llfl 
11-0K-.0-10- ·s 822T 26- n• • 1,5Ylt. "'" SCL 3MSU. IIFI 71-0K-60-1.0- C. .. lS- 43• I 10,0ft 't-/3 SCL lNS91l NFI 
71-0K-60-10- 7 Cl 43- so- 1 .10.:on .,,,. SCL lNSIK .... 
11-GK-bO·lO• I C2 50- 55• • o.on. 010 SL 0 .... 
CHEMIC.AL DATU ANAUSH JIN FOfW 
Llllil- ---~IIKIIALf C.A~PQ &1$ U&ii Si Al:11111 l&lll 
-L 
'·'·"· S.utPLE NUMER H20 oo;L c"' H CA NG • NA AL NHC SUN. '*. c.,r;. ON -TOTAL P 
n-o,.-.o-u- 1 ,.o ,.o ... Z-:1' ,.21. 0,2.4 O.il 0,06 0.00 n.• u ... 1.01 u1.1 
71-DK-60-10- 2 ,.. 5._o 11.1 2.1, S.40 .... O.Z6 o._12 o.o.o 6,.1 72-.1 1.36 t.l.S 
n-0<....,-10- J 5,1 .... 11.9 .J.il 6.0J 1.99 .0.22 o.u 0,01 oo.z 71.3 1.21 73.S 
J l-OtC.-:60-10- 4 ... •... u: •• 2,ff •• 1 .. 1.3, 0.2.J o.u 0.02 ,1.-0 1 ••• 1.02 .1., 
1 r'OK-60- 10- S ... .. .. u., .Z..59 4.30 z.52 o.zs 0.1)1 o.o, 59., 13 ... 0.7' .,..  
n-ac.-.0-10- , ••• 4.9 9,0 0.19 J.SS Z,12 0.24 0.09 0.01 .· '"·" H,J o .... 37.l 11-oar.--~10- 1 ... s.o , .. 0.9.J 3.1' z.,1 o.z• 0,09 o.o. 92.0 11.0 0.37 J9.l 
71-0,.-64-10-'·I ,., ; 5.-1 . . .. o ... 3.H 2.2• 0,31 0.11 o .• o .. _ ... J 11., 0.39 .... 
P.HYSIClill -DATA.i ANALY5H .J(N FORD 
SA!IPLE ,IIJNeER ,u,.·o·· ISlLT. ICUY TEKYl.ti 1>21111 ii!S its I MMC! lft"KD~\FS ~ 
71-oK-60-10-- ·-1 .. ,.1 .. -0.l ··u.-2 L 0.1 0.1 ••• U,l 13.1 ,,., 11-otc.--o0-10- z ·H.S - •••• ..zo.o' L· __ ... ·0.:1 . 0.1 2.0 · 12.1 lJ.4 10 ... 11-0K.•60-10- l n.z · .... 21.J ,L 0.1 0.1 z.1 u •• u.z 10.4 
11-0IC-4'0-10- 4 .a .... 37 •. 7 21.,· L 0.1 0.1 z.z ·· 1~.1 . 1s ... • •• ll-Olt-60-10- 5 Sl.3 2,.2 2z•s SCL 0.1 . 0.1 ·3,0 11.t · 11., 10.0 
.U-oK-60- lC~ -6 .... , 20.1 u.o SL 0.1 0.1 ... 2L6 ZS.1 11., 
, 11-Cl<-.. -10- 1 ,, .. '., ... u.a SL . 0.1 0.1 •• o .2,.2 -25•• U,5 
1.1-P«-'60-U>· · I u •• 19.l u., SL 0.1 0.1 ,... ..... ·22.1 1-J.1 
·llfff ... Aa lWE. DU:UUflOIISa 
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* Description 
Brown:.(Y~5YR. 4/4 moist) ··sandy clay loam, 
.ST' 
s trong 0 medium:. subangular .blocky structure; 
. firm when:.moist; gradual boundary. 
· Dull. yell,lE>rish brown: (lOYR'.4/3 moist) light., 
sandy.el:ay loam; weak medium subangular 
blocky :.st1:ucture; ·friable when moist; 
.gradual boundary. 
Dull yellawd.sh brown• (lOYR 5/A mois.t) sandy 
loam; structureless, single.grain; friable 
when moist;: diffuse boundary. 
Dull yellowish brown .. (lOYR 5/4) · sandy loam, 
old alluvium. 
The A horizon is:brown to darkbrown,hu.:e.ranges from lOYR to 
7. 5YR;. value of·· 3,. chroma of· 2 through 4 •. , ·The 0 Bl. horizon is typically 
a clay. loam with color: from brown: to: reddish' b:rown and.:hue from lOYR 
to 7.SYR •. The texture:,af:the B2t:·horizon·.is:ty:p±cally:a sandy clay. 
Color of:. the B2t horizon ·ranges• fram: strong:·brown~ through reddish 
brown; '.hue. from·. lOYR• through 5YR~ :.~The· B.3· horizon:is :a light sandy 
clay- loam to sandy .loam:grading: into·. the: sandy::loam .e::.horizon. The C 
horizon:. is .composed :of• .. old::alluvial sediments. 
Teller:Leam,,1-,-3% Slopes (SB) 
· This mapping .unit:. is'.very: similar :to the, one::.described above but 
was separated by slope~·• The, typical: soils• of: this: mapping .. unit have A 
· · horizons which range· from: 13: to 18 ·inches.in thickness.;:.: However, there 
• are approximately. 2:. to, 4 aceres within .. which,.t.here,:are .. extra·. thick mollic 
epipedons · up; to, 28: inches;:. thick; ·A' small: area, c,ns: the~ north end of this 
.. unit:has,.a nearly:level slope. 
• • : Teller:,lloam: 1~8%:Slepea,sl.ightly~·.Eroded (SB-2) 
. This· mapping: unit~ consists,. of c. soiL·s:tmil.ar: to:those described 
·.·above: for:the:.Teller: loam::mapping :unit:. (BA), •. ::As:·much':as:l5 to 25 per-
. eent'.of: the: sut:faee:seil :"twas,:: lost::by: ereision,:beforez.terracing was 
· implement::ed~:: The,A.H>.orizon:.ranges,, fr·om,:.fk to:::16:. inehes,:deep~ · The B2t 
horizon:in thisrmapping:unit::is,:net as·thiek.as,it·.1s· on the more 
· level,. areas~' · These.::.soils care -well, saited:sfor: smalL:.grains, sorghums, 
• cotton; legumes,:.and grasses • 
. : Zanell:s:Loam;;;,1.,e;-3%: Slopes (9B) 
.This mapping.::.unit:consists:.of.~reddish',brown:.seils::which occur on 
. the., west;: facing: convex,. slope1:-of;: the': northwest, tt4ref::the': station where 
th.e;;mantle thins over the<Pepnian ,Redbeelsc.c 0 'rhese' sails' have a brown 
· to ·dark'.brown.=.A 0.horizan:c:.Hl·:to,:14 .. inches ·thick.:~· · The"dominant texture 
· of, the ,A horizon:.: is,· loam,;.;. ·These' soils 0,haveca~red.dish~yellow sandy clay 
' loam.'.B2t' horizl':;ln.,·,whieh '.beeomes.?Very' hard when dry. 
· · '. Zaneis.c soHs',are;,nato::t.al.ly well' drained:.' -.. [nternai drainage is 
·. medium.; . permeability·. is.'. slow.; 'andr:water;-helding:0:.eapaeity is high. 
·,Na.tu~al;,fertility'.is=moderately:high:.;:.:."-The0,priaeipiet.;.e:rop of Zaneis 
· .. soils'· ifrwinter 0 wheat; ',bat 0 theyc,a.re ~w:ellc'suitedt, to· .. ~ats:; ',barley, 
. sorghum; ;-.cotton, r.legumes; -and 0.gr.asses •. '. ·@ood::management:-.is needed t9.;,, 
· ' - eontroL. erosion·.and ·,maintain::-,soilr. stroetnre'.and fertility. 
·· · ....... _:-The'foll.owing· .. profile·:-\'.v:as-~eampled,,at!c:aboutc:the'·,center of the 
no:i::thw·est' l/4 · of . Sec.tionr . .3:6, ... T 18N:; ·.E.2E•, :or' the tv&s,t ·,_~n.d::c,f:·.1000 series, 
· Pay:nt!'Ceunty.··. Labot:atory:.and·:graph.1.analys·esare'.ine!ltided in Table X 
· and Figure 10. 
TABLE X 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSES OF ZANEIS LOAM, 1-3% SLOPES (9B) 
FIELD ·sou TYPE DR PltASE• ZAll.E:t·S.LOAN 
SOIL cuss_.lFICATION,: UOIC ARGl'USTOLLS, FltiE-LGANY, NIUO, THERNlC 
LIIClHOII' ABDUJ tENT.£11. OF '*'• 1/" OF SEG: 3'6-Uatt.,..ZE, 
OR·~· EMJ llf 1·00 SERIES. PERKlliS'FAa:N1.l'EllKI~• nri.i; COUNTY. 
SA•H•t.Ell• DALE ROliERS· DATE: NA.Y 12, .1969 
P<lOF I LE ·OE SCIU PT lOIU 
Ulll't.E NUNil.eR ·HD111ZQN . DEPTH T+tlCKNEn COLllll. 1111 . ·TEXTURE :snwcTulll! 
69-'0K-60-U- 1 AP 0- 1• 1 1~s•11 '>12 L 
69-0K-68-11- 2 Al l- 11• .. 1.,sn 312 L 
69-DK--60-ll- 3 81 n- 11- ... t>SYR lo/.2 CL 
<>9-DK-61>-ll- .. BZlT . 11• it..• 9 ToSYR HS ·SC 
U-DK-60-U- 5 BZ2f '26- .+.• 18 7.S'l'll 5./S SC 
,.,._Ot<-~U- 6 131 .... - .• o- 16 lt!Sl'R ·S/6 VFSL 
CHEMICAL DATU · ANolLYST>. JlN HIRD 
:etau 
SAllf•U NUI\BEA 
... ~AM,£ UUIIM5;Mfat.lGlfUn 
H. Cl . Nii . 'K .. M·' 
"20•· !<CL 
69-0lt-'60-U- 01 · · '- 4~1' ,:·S.l 
6:~0ll.~69'""11""' 2_ --~·-2 •• , 
,.,~a...o~u-· J · ·.5,6. ..., ,: 
--60-U"' 4 ,.o· ·c!;,2 
· •·---u- s ., ·. s ••. · . ,,., · 
-i.~.:,60-l~-· • !i•t ; s..i . 





~t.z-.. · 2 • tct' J ~U) .. -:. ·. · 1.•0-
U, O · · ~51 . 5,.30 3 .• 00 • . 
u.11. 2.:22 c.· ,,.so,. . 1. zo 
itf< t: !:!:" . ,. t~ 
. 1;11.9· ,·; ' . ~ ... ,. ' · .... 90;·· ' •. ,,.,® 
_.::>·· 
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',,I'.' * Description 
Browrt .. (7,SYR".5/3; 4/2, moist) loam, weak 
medium granular structure; friable; pH 7,0; 
changes .abruptlyctohorizon below, 
Dark brown (7, SYR- 4,/3; 3/2, moist) loam, 
moderate'.medium granular strueture; friable; 
porous'; pH 6.5;·· many worm holes and pockets 
of worm· cas.ts;. many fine. pin· .holes; gradual 
to the horizon below, 
Brown.(1,5YR 5/3; 4/2, moist) clay loam, 
moderate medium granular, structure; friable 
to firm;•·hard·;· pH 6.5; many.pin holes and 
worm.casts; g.radua.l.to the horizon below. 
Reddish..,b,rown O .Sn· 5/5; 4/.5, moist) sandy 
clay mottled with yellowish red, compound 
weak 0 coarse'prismatic and.weak, medium 
subangular 0~blecky structure; firm; hard; 
pH 6.5;·black concretions; .gradual to horizon 
below. 
Reddish-yellow(7.5YR 6/6; 5/5, moist) light 
sandy clay mettled·.:with .about 10% yellowish-
red and st:i::ong 0.brown, compound .weak prismatic 
and weak:,medium,subangular :blocky structure; 
firm; hard;~:pH·,6~5; :occasional fine pores, 
fine black cencretions·and ferruginous and 
clay films;; becemes 0 mor,e: sandy· in the lower 
portions and ·d.iiffus.es 0,to·. the· horizon below. 
Reddish-yeUow (7 .SYR. 6/6; 5. 5/6, moist) 
heavy very, fine· sandy ·.Loam, weak coarse 
prismatic;· friable·; pH~. 6.5; .contains a few 
seams'of:sandy:cla,'.;loam; occasional black 
concretions' and :ac·few ferruginous and patchy 
clay films·;;.grades' to·. the':layer below. 
Reddish-yellow .(7 .5YR 7./6; .6/6, moist) very 
fine··sandy loam with"occasional yellowish-
red sandy:.clay loamc:seams~ pH: 7·.0; occasion-
al medium black eoncretions-:.and ferruginous 
films~ In the·iower part:. there are compact 
sandy :seams··withrdark,::reddish..,brown coatings ... 
which~crush: yellowish-red; ·grades to layer 
below·. 
Weakly consolidatedr::non..,ealcareous sandy 
loams ::-of ·,Permian Redbeds. 
513 
The following:. additional . pt:of ile .. ef. Zaneis. :.lGam·:V,?ae· $amp led . 600 
· feet south~ast of the northwest1.eo:?ner•·,o:fkSeetlf.:ort·:.36;:.'flSN·, R2E, Payne,. 

















. ....... -·-'" ·--·- ·---. '• '.'"' ,:;. ~ ·:, * Description 
Dark:brow,.fv'.~,SYR,1;,3./2).•• loam,.L:weak platey, 
weak-,.med!itm11s:gr,auala:r::~ .. a:nd weak -medium· 
suha.ngaiar:c,b.ieeky•:.st:.'!'aetu.1:e;...!.friabl.e; . many 
fine· .... reots·:;- .. e:Gm.tnen':.wo.rm.'..casts ;· abrupt 
smooth boundary. 
Dark.brewn,,.(]~5YR,d/2.) ..... loam, moderate 
medium;. gr anaia1r1.,ami.~.mode.:r:.a ter medium .sub,,. 
angulai:r, b.ieck:y \St-tue:ture; ::.friable .. ; many 
fine.':.ro;0ts; .. e.emmen,,.we:r.m .casts; gradual 
smooth boundary. 
Brown: (V ;5YRr4l4),,sandy: ,clay loam wi.th 
distinet·darkr.red'dd.:sh0 br:own (5YR 3/4) 
mottles~' compouncd:,:moderate~:e.oarse prismatic 
and ·moderatermeMum',saba:ngular blocky 
structure;•frriabl,e.; :eommon:,fi.ne roots; few 
wormccasts; '.gJE2uiaai1. smooth boundary. 
Yellowish-=red'::(SYR.i,4:/6}c.sandy clay lo.am 
with· prorninentF dark:Er.edd.ish::.brown .. (5YR 3/4}. 
mottles, moderat'tic·ooai:s~ :prismatic. and 
moderate· med i.mn':.1suba.ngaiar <:blocky s truc-
tur e; ,friabler:·.mad-erate:,continuous clay 
films ;:,few'"' fine=roots;rdiffuse smooth 
boundary. 
Reddish•:yellow,;(·V~.5YR~5f5) :sandy clay -loam 
with distinct ·yeiiewi.sn'.:red (5YR 4/6) ... 
mottles, 'Weak",ee>arseFpr:ismatic and. weak 
med:ium:,isubangulat:tb.loc.k.y::.stro.eture; diffuse 
smooth boundary, 
Red· (2~.SYR 4/6)tfet'mian Redbeds. 
The color of the A horizon". is: brown· tO''.datrk-:brown:::.htie; 7. 5YR, value 
from 4 to 3, and chroma from, 2::to 3 -~ -·: Textarer,iscmainly loam. The 
texture of, the Bl horizon· is :heavr loam: to 0,e!l..ayrloam;: and' the color i~ 
brown in.hue 7.SYR. The color'..Of~the··B2t:hor.i..zon:.i.s'::reddish brown to 
TABLE XI 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSES OF ZANEIS LOAM, 1-3% SLOPES (9B) 
FI ELD $01 L fYPE OR PHASE I ZAIIUS. LOAM 
SOIL CUSSIFICATIOh: UOIC d,GlUSTOLLS• FIIIE-LOA,NY, IUXED, JIIERNlt 
LOCATION: 600' s.e. OF N.~. Cl'lRJllfR' OF sec. 36-TllH-ltZE, 
PERKINS FARM, PERKINS, PAYNE CIIUMTYo 
SANPLEII; DALE ROGERS D,UU NAY 12., 1~9 
PROFILE DESCRIPTION• 
SAIIPl.E NUMBER -IZON OEPlH THltlllESS COL011 1111 IEXTuite 
69-01.-61>- 5- l AP o- 6• 6 J.5141. l/2 L 
69-0K-60- 5- Z A3 6- 11• 11 T. 5YR 3/Z . , .. 
69-0K-61)- 5- 3 Bl 17- 26• 9 7.SYR It/It . SCI. 
69-IIK-60- 5- " 82T lb- 36• ·10 5.0YRc 6/6 ~ SCL 
<>9-0K-60- 5- 5 83 36- ltZ- 6 1. 5'1R 5/5 SCL 
CtteMICAL DATA: · ANALYST:f JIN fOltl) 
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. reddish: .yell.aw in:hue<'7~5YR.wi,th;vafoe•,of ·:.6·: to·' 4: and::chroma of 5 to .. 6, 
. Clay.\eontent:,of:the ·.B:2.t:hor±zon,,r::angessfrom:;25:.to 36:percent. . The·. 
h:Lgherrv:alueS',•f·er•cdLay·\0ecur,where·,,.the~,Pe?111ican,::is'.relatively close· to. 
• the,.,sut:.faae~i',~'rhe!,(},herlzan: is'.,cem1>esed,,ef old allt,1vial sediments or · 
highly weathe~~~an~materials. 
·.Th:Ls:,.mapp:i:ng,;.um·t:;;i:s:.V1ar-y::sd.rd:.:lar"'.tecth:e?:.enei~deseril;>ed above. 
These:: sei-:is ,.:e.<tclll:t :;:0:n:~gant:l:y:c te ·.:modc,u:.ata.eily,,,.sl.optag;:...couv.:ex slopes and 
have high::natural .fertility; :.bn:ta·::ct:hey·are!'SU~ject. to :water erosion 
when:· tilled .. r :c. Thel:'e ,.,are.,. seve:raL breaibed,:, sli-ekspots within this 
mapping unit. 
Carwile: f.ine ;,.sa:aciliy.c l0am>.0ece.T!l:p!tesi, a< de:pi;,ess:ienal ,,ar.eac en the sou th-
eas t corner::ef:: the.rstiaticrrni-'i. :,'lJlteMoer.:: i.s.'.:ae:c:natu.ra.l.twater outlet which 
results,,i:a..s.the.;...ax.eac,b>eing'i,pand:ed·,;,_£er',.1eng=-"I>erc"!1'lds·,:claring the year. 
·· This.,. seil:::has'-<·ap.parea.tly--:davei&Jracl·cf:rem>::ai.!e:w.f.ail..::,mater.ial.s deposited 
when.i,pending.:;:eeinavred;.:,,This.:.sea.chhassa.:grayish,eelcn::ed.'!:clay or sandy 
. clay,,B:·.h.oriz0tr:,m&ttlecl:.wit.h,,~iilew±sh:brewn,;_and .dat:,k!b:t:ewu, Vegetation 
.. consists.s ef:: .. j;ehnsangr,as.s.j ~-].ilUll'p.ie;:dllilvegEass~ ,,, resin:c.weed , and some 
bermudagli'ass.,,;·ECa:&Wi:il:.e~seilse::are:·semewhatt,peorly",elrained-:. Runoff is 
slow_c,t:Q.c'.Veey,,-s.lew;:;;amd,cwat:er::eommo1:1iytpcn1ds':,en' the·s:sarface. Wind 
erosion,::is.c: a:: haz.all'.d :;:dt.t-e, te2c,the~'sandyt:,na.te.Ee,.of - the2..sat:.£ae.e;.. ,: · These 
'seilssare,0.mederat:e.tyrh:ilghsi..11:r,.nate:ral'~fertiJ.ity~ ·: ;Profiles sampled in 
.: the,_.fi.eld::,wer:e,,veryc .. similar~.te::th,e;:,·ena1:::deseribed:::.il'J.,'the previous 
survey;,;,. 'Theref.erei,,.t.hec:-deseript:ion·s,ef i the,,_earw1l'ie:c',s·eils from that 
survey is reproduced here .• ,: This profile 0 of"'"Ganntle, fine sandy loam •· · 
was· sampled, 300:"f eet,' north· aneL. 330•' feet.•we,st;;,of ,, thec,seatheast corner 















Light" brownish~gray,. (HlYR,.:.6.t'!.; 4/ 2, mc,ist.) 
fine1.,sandy: loam,· struetu~e:l.ess; to. very- weak 
gra:ao:la:rr,; :.friable; :permeabie;:,pli 6.5; grades 
to the" layer below. 
Light·Lgi::ay,;-Gi0YR·7/2; 5fl, .moist) fine sandy 
loam, .. mofi:tl.ed,cwithsyellowish-brown, weak 
mediumi:·g~anuar.;, per.meab,i.e,p.~7. 0; . centains ;. 
manyA:t.ne;:p,.er.es,aand.:a: few.x.l!:e:r.y:.fine,blaek.,: 
concl!etietu:1.:;.~:r::es.ts,abrupmly on the B2lt 
layer. 
Light~bl'.:'0W11.bh.,,.gray:, (2·.5YR;.6t2:; 4/1, m0.ist) 
clay meteit:ed ,,wi thr.st.rong :.b.rown~ weak coarse 
blocky;·,re.empiae.tFextremelyc;cfirm:; very sl0wly. 
permeab!e;::::pH, 8~©";.c:.sides. of peds have a 
weak shine.;.,'cn1:1me1;:oas;.;:'bl.aek .. eonc.retions; at 
24 inches£li.S(a,rlayer'. 0£ dark gray clay 
slightiy::.mcu:e,' eompaet;:-t:han that above; 
grades' te-<::t:her layer below, 
Gray (lOYRc5;fi.; ::441,; ·,mcist) .. clay with a .f.ew 
dark brown specks an.d·;mottles,; weak coar.se, 
blocky; very compact'; .,very, sleiwly permeable; 
pH 8, 0; eoner•e,r::;Lons-;:of,: eaeo3 .,.beeome numaJrous ... 
below 30 .. inehas;rgracles:;shortlyto the layer 
below. 
Light gray:{l0¥R1:6¢t,; .. Sfl ~ moist) light.. elay 
streaked' wli::th 0 ilightcbrewnish-gray (2, 5Y.' 
6/ 2) , moders:t:ed,rinet:s.ub11ngular blocky; 
firm but:cramb·ly:wtren,:moist;: hard dry; pH0 • 
· 8, 0; contains ~a:numbe:e::of :fine pin. holes 
and occasional·fine roots, 
·· Surface layers are 16 to 26 inehes.:deep,;,c: ·:Mottling occurs 
approximately 10 inches deep· and· conti.nnes:thr.ou-ghout.: the profile. 
Textore 1,ofr the A horizon ranges from-r,leamrto,:fine sand.ye.loam, Col(;)rs 
are•dar.k:: grayish' brown to ·.light ·brownishr.gray,·to·,--Hght.':gray, hue lOYR. 
' 
The'.B2t~.horizon.·. is .grayish":'brown' to, .. gray,.els:yrcct:hatstsrmot tled with 
6! 
varying ·.shades' of '..br.owns,' grays, and reds. 
Carwile·:.Fine·. Sandy ·.ioam.; de3%,. Slopes (lOB) 
These•. soils are .similar·. to 0:.the .deserip.tion'. given,.above. They 
· occur on nearlrlevel to".gently sloping ·.areas~ a.leng.·.d:l!ali..nageways where 
·natural· drainage,.is .poor~·· •.The. soilsr.in,thi.s'.mappingr.unit are not 
. ponded·· as frequently· as those' .. on . th:e'rster.1:F.to -::one 0. perceht slopes. 
· · Surface 0.soils :are· thinner .than':onr.th:ec:.on.e~.deiaeribed above, and subsoil 
textures·.are less clayey • 
. This .mapping':unit'.eonsists':.of .soil$ 0;whieh·.prebably developed 
from .an•.old··. oxbow :ef r .. the 0,Cimarrow:River•; :. :'fhese'~seils are poorly 
drained 1~and •:are ponded ·.most of' the 0, Jear •; "· ~ S1i11::facer:sei.ls ', are grayish-
brown: clay•.loams ·· or .elays :.over '.clayey' se.hso!Li·,~,. , .. The' profiles are 
highly'.stratified .and:.uary•from location' ta0 J.eeation. Sedge and 
· smartweedarea major'part•.of,the vegetation. 
· The•following·•·.prefile,.of ·wet 0.clayey: alhviallc.land:was described 
2310· feet' west and· 180; feetLnorthrof,· the'.sootheast;:_ee1:ner of Section 
,/ 
-~-· 
36·, · 'f18N:, >RBE; Payne County. 








· · Very· dark' grayish•br-own,,(l©YR 3/2 moist) 
silty.clay loam streakedc,with~:.light brownish 
gray· (2.SY. 6/2) mat.tles;•moderate fine 
subangalar blocky strueture.Jrfirm; gradual 
smooth boundary. 
· · Very' dark· grayish brown· (H>YR 3/2 moist) 
silt.yr clay streakedAwidic light brownish 
gray (2.5Y .6/2) mottles;,'.strong medium 










Strong brown (7.5YR.5/8 moist) sandy loam 
stratified with sandy clay loam, with pale 
gray mottles; massive; friable. 
Strong brown (7.5YR 5/8 moist) very fine 
sandy loam. stratified with silt loam, 
slightly mottled with light olive brown 
and.pale gray; massive; friable. 
Varying shades of red and brown mottles occur throughout the 
profile, hue varies from 2.5YR to 7.SYR. The C hor.izon.is predominant-
ly fine sandy loam stratified with sandy. clay loam and .. silt loam. These 
soils are too wet for cultivation under natural conditions. 
* Textures are those described in the field; final correlation of soil 
phases was.based.on particle size.analyses from.the.Soil°Classification 
Laboratory, Oklahoma State University. 
Physical and Chemical Properties of the Soils 
The surface texture of the Zaneis soils (Tables X .and XI) is loam. 
The clay content (Figures 10 and 11) of the surface soil of profile No. 
* 11 is 15 percent and up to 32 percent in profile No. 5 .•. Clay content 
* of the subsoil.for. the two profiles ranges from 20 percent to 36. 9 
percent. 
Chemically, the Zaneis soils are slightly acid in the surface 
horizons; the .. subsoil ranges from medium to strongly acid. Organic 
matter is medium to medium plus and in general decreases with depth 
(17). Base saturation of profile No. 5 of Zaneis loam.is 78.5 percent 
in the surface and increases with depth. The dominantcation in the 
A horizon is hydrogen with calcium being second. . Calcium is dominant 
in the remainder .. of the profile. Base saturation of profile No. 11 of 
Zaneis loam is about 81 percent in the A horizons, drops to 
approximately 70 percent in the Bl horizon, and then remains around 
87 percent. The dominant cation in the surface is magnesium while 
calcium is dominant throughout the rest of the profile. The cation 
exchange capacity of the two Zaneis. soils is moderately low •. 
The surface textures of the Farnum soils (Table VIII, Figure 8) 
is silt loam with slightly more than SO percent of the particles 
being silt size, Very fine sand is the dominant sand .subfraction in 
the first 28 inches with fine sand dominan.Lin the remaining part of 
the profile, 
Chemically, the Farnum .soils are slightly acid in the upper 28 
inches, and the remaining part of the solum is moderately acid. Organic 
matter is medium in the surface and decreases with .d.epth. The cation 
exchange.capacity of the.soils is approximately.6.:..5 in the lower 
horizons and arounp 18 in the area with the heaviest clay accumulation. 
Cation eJ1:change capacity.is approximately 10 in the surface horizon, 
Base saturation by sodium acetate is over 70 percent .in all horizons, 
and the dominant cation is calcium. 
The Teller soils (Table IX, Figure 9) are moderately acid to 
slightly acid. Organic matter. is low to medium' in. the surface and 
decreases with depth. Cation exchange capacity.in these soils is 
moderately low, i.e., approximately 12. Base satu1ration by sodium 
acetate is 60 percent or greater, -and the dominant cat·ion is calcium. 
Maximum clay content ranges.from 22 to 25 percent. 
The Konawa soils (Tabl.es III, IV, and V; Figures 3, 4, and 5) are 
sandy on the surface with 50 to 7 5 percent of the particle sizes 
being sand. Clay content ranges from 8 .• 8 to 16.6 percent in the 
Ap horizons and up.to 25 percent in the B2t horizons. 
Chemically, the Konawa soils are slightly. to. strongly acid in . the 
surface and remain medium to slightly acid in the remaining horizons. 
Profile No. 2 is neutral in·. the. lower horizons. The Konawa soils are 
low to medium in organic .ma.tter in the .surface .horizon and decrease 
with depth •. The. percent base saturation .0f Konawa soils by sodium 
acetate is over. 50 percent and .,generally· runs. over 75 percent. base. 
saturation which is the limit for this set'ies. The dominant cation 
is calcium. The. .. cation exchange. capacity,, of these thre.e soils is low 
to moderately low. 
The Dougherty soils (Table VI, Figu.re.6) .have fine sandy loam 
surface textures. The clay content of these.soils is eight to nine 
percent in.the.surface horizon with a maximum clay content of 
approximately 23. percent in the subsoil. 
The Dougherty .soils are approximately the.,same .pH as the Konawa 
soils. This more sandy soil is lower in organic.matter, approximately 
one percent in the surface,layer, than the.Konawa soils. The base 
saturation.by sodium acetate is 77.6 percent in the·surface, up to 
93 .4 percent in the ,A2 .ho.rizon, and then .. rema.ins.>betw.een 65 and 70 
percent throughout ... the remainder of the profile •.. The·dominant cation 
is magnesium. 
The surface texture of the Eufaula soils (Table.VII,. Figure 7) is 
fine sandy loam. This ... very sandy .soil has a clay content of 
approximately 13. percent in.the .A horizons.and. 26 .. pe:tcent in the B 
horizons. Fine sand .. is the dominant sand subfraction. 
Chemically, Eufaula fines sandy loam is slightly acid in the 
surface horizon.: The remaining portion.of theA .. ho:c:1.zon is neutral to 
mildly alkaline. The .B2t and B3 horizons are medium.::acid to slightly 
acid. Organic .matter of this soil. is low -in .the .su:rf.aee:,:and decreases 
with depth. Base saturation by .sodium acetate. averages·•:approximately 
76 percent in the A .horizons and.drops to 50.7 and 42.3-in the B2t and 
B3 horizons., respectively. The. dominant cation is calcium. Cation 
exchange capacity in these soils is low. 
* This high clay content may be .du.e ,to .. ,poor dispersion. 
Clay .Mineral0gy of the Soils 
The x-,ray diffraction.patterns fer .. the A, B, and-C. horizons of 
the Zaneis soil (profile No .. 11) are. given in.Figure U. The coarse 
clay maxima of the A horizon.at,9.71 and 9·.9A0 indicate very good 
crystalline structure of micaceous .. materiaLCillite). The 7 .19A O 
maximum reflects the presence of kaolinite. There is some second-order 
kaolinite at .3.59A0 ~ The 14.5A0 maximum.peints-out that possibly 
montmorillonite, soil vermiculite, or chlcrite ispresent. The maximum 
0 
at 4.22A · suggests .that third-order soiLvermiculite.is present while 
the 3.59A0 .maximum.,a.lso demonstrates. that;,ther.eds. possibly some 
forth-order soil vermiculite present. Interstratified:..montmorillonite 
0 
. and third-,order mica .by the .maximum at 4.33A .•. · Well· crystallized 
0 quartz is indicated.by the.3.35 and 4.29A maxima. 
The coarse clay fraction consists of .more crystalline clay 
minerals than do the fine clays as manifested<b:y .the int:ensity of the 
peaks •.. The fine clay. maximum at .22.04A~ .in th.e :-magnesium-saturated 
sample,.suggests that there is considerable. low::angle scatter due to 
interstratified and . inter layered montmorillonite; however, this does 
not show up in.other treatments~ AL10.64A0 .interstratified mica 
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Figure 12. X-ray Diffractographs of Zaneis (Profile No. ll) Showing 
Patterns for Coarse and Fine Clay in A,B and C Horizons. 
. ·. -, 
6] 
0 
mica is suggested at 10.lSA in the heated sample. A poorly 
crystallized kaolinite is possibly disclosed by the 7.31A0 maximum in 
the magnesium--saturated sample and a 7. lSA O in the glycerol-saturated 
sample. There is a.very good;quartz.maximum at 3,3SA0 • 
The. Bhorizon shows .more. intense:.peaks .. than.the.A horizon. .The 
coarse clay fraction. predicts interstratified .. soil. vermiculite and 
montmorill@:riite at 14, 72A O , and a. po.or. forth-,,,o:rder. soil vermiculite 
at 3.57A0 indicates that .vermiculite makes .. u:p-a large,r part of the 
inter stratified :.material. . The 10 .15 and 4, 99A0 maxima intimates a 
0 
micaceous .. ma,terial (illite) ,. and the 7 .19A maximum. disc.loses some well 
crystallized kaelinite •. Quartz is.apparent:from,the,3.35A0 maximum. 
The fine .clay fraction of the B horizon .. suggest:s.minerals with 
low crystalline structure. Thel0.31 and 10.04A9 .maxima indicate a 
micaceous. interlayered.,material (illite-dnterlayered)... Kaolinite is 
present as .defined :by .the 7 .19A0 maximum. .There. is .some interlayered 
. and interstratified ·.montmorillonite .and .soil .verm'ieu:lite present as 
.displayed by the maxima. at-20. 06,, .5 .• 06, and 3 .• 57A?. The broad 
.maximum .. at.3.35A? .suggests.some.very.fine.quartz is present, 
The coarse .clay.f.raction .. of the C horizon .has .a broad maximum 
.at .15.77A? .which .demonstrates that .some'.interstratified soil 
vermiculite .and.montmorillonite are present. There .1s:.a .good maximum 
.at. 14.48A~ .for soil verm:iculite ... and .. a .. good .. second;,,,order maximum at 
. 7 .13A0 ~ .. The 7.13A0 .maximum.also. is. indicative.of. the presence of 
kaolinite. . There is .a .very .good. second-,order,. kaolinite and forth-
.order.,soil verm:i.culite at .3. 57A? .... The. presenee.,of. mica (illite) is 
suggested-by the .. peak,,at 10.04.A0 and 10.1SA0 • There.is a second-
order mica (illite) at 5.00A~ •. Quartz,.is defined.by-the maxima at 
3.35A? and 4.24A0 • 
. .. . The fine. elay .• f raction .. shows~ some..:inte:csttatif ied.:....and:-interlayered 
.montmoriilonite.and, .. soil .vermiculite..:around,..:lS.i,7:ZA~ .. :·::;Luer.stratified .. 
and: poorly. crysta:llized .. micaceous .material . is- possibly·. expressed by 
the .maximum;..arou.nd .. l.0 ... 04A.?. .. in----tl:i.e heated.:...s.a.mple ...... There is a good. 
maximum.for;,:m±ca- (illite) .at.9.9A.~ .. in; .. the.:..,gly:eerole:esel.vated sample., . 
A seccmd~order ... maximumdor.:::mic.a.a(ii.ldte). at,.5,;rOOSA~ is2present. There 
.. is a. good:,.7 ... l9A~. maxi:mum . .:..f.o.r. kaolinite.:.;aJld:.;.a: ... s.eeond'='oJ:der maximum at.· 
.·3. 59A O •. ~,-TM.s .. may .. also;-:b.e;,a .. forth~or.del!:;::1(i);fh:.ac,i:L.1.s:vem:L~u:ld.te. Quartz 
. is. presrentr.as· .. ,show.n:.by .th.e ... 3~:3SA0 maximum. 
The...:.Xeray.-diffraction:~pat:terns .. for-:...tb.-e: .. ,A4,..B:,.: and :C horizons of 
. the Koriawa~.soil .. Cprofil.e~·No~ ... 2) are givem..:ln,F'igure: 13 •. The coarse 
..... clay fraction.~ef: the:.A: horizon:.:has:: a:· gaod:::10.04.AP. .. maximum for mica 
.... (illite).:.;and:.·a.: .. seeond.,;,order .maxirii.um.at. 5-:.00a~::.·~ :·A .good .1 ~ 18A O maximum 
...... demonst:cates. the .. p'!:'eseace;.-of .. kaold.ni,te •.... Tb:ere""are;.quartz maxima at· 
.... 3~36 and .4.19AP~ .. '"The""fine-elay·:,fraction:.·exhdbi.ts: gaioci: 10; 27A O , 5. OOA O , · 
0 
.and .9.9A :maxima:f.or·.mica. (illite) .•.... There .is:.:.prebebly less than 5 
..... percent .kaolinite·. as·.hiuted:~by. th~i:maximum at. 7..18A~ •... The shape of 
... the .maximum~at .. l.35Ae .pi;edic.ts .. that .the .quartz .is:f-ine and poorly 
... crystallized • 
. The-.coarse:..c.lay.,fract:f:'on of .the.;,B.horizon·,shews·.a broad maximum 
.... between.· 15;.17. and·:.12.2ZA?. . wh'iah:::.disc:l.os·es,..:that :.:some ·~interstratif ied 
..... montmoriilonite .. ·and ~soil. vermicul.i te.:=:is: .. likely~ pres.ent. ·· The maxima 
... at. .. 10 •. 27. andsthe:o~e-at .5.00A~'.shew..,the presence;'.·of·.mic.aceous material 
... (illite) ... "When .. the;sample .. wa:s hea:t;ed, ,the;.max!LmU1s.:f:~.,:mica (illite) 
0 
was:.10-.:64A .•. P~.e$.ence:ef .kaolin:ltt:e..is .. iudd.cated,.by~.maxima at 7 .18, 













Figure 13. X-ray Diffractographs of Konawa (Profile No. 2) Showing 
Patterns for Coarse and Fine Clay in A,B and C Horizons. 
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at 4~26 and 3.3SA0 • 
The X-ray diffraction .curves for the. fine.,clay fraction. of. the 
B horizon. plainly .. :shows,. that there. is· considerabl.e inter layered 
mentmorillon.ite,:,hetween .. l2 .•. 27A O and: 18. 7A.9 •.. ,Mic.a ... {iilite.:). is indicated. 
by the peaks .at 12.27A0 and 10.04A0 •.. There is..some-v:ery.fine kaolinite 
present as evidencedi:by. the .7. 25A O maximum.: There is :also some .very 
fine,:·.poo:rly crystallized,.quartz. at. the 3 .·3o .. and:.3-~35A O maxima • 
.. . X,-ray diffraction patterns .. for the coarse clay in .. the C horizon 
is c@mparabl e with that ,Gf the B horizon. The· broa,d ·.maximum at 15. 77 AO 
· · predi.ets the presence ,ef·,interlayered'.montmorillonite and soil 
vermieulite. : .. The. presenee,,of: these. minerals: .. are alse:.indicated by 
maxima,at 12.8, 8:49, and 3.6A0 • · The 10.04A0 .maximum is for mica 
(illiteh and ... the ... 7~19 .. and,3~-59A0 maxima are for,kaelinite. The 
3.3SA0 ,,maximum is characteristic for, quartz,. The diffraetion patterns 
for: the:,fine,.clay fraction:.shows., the ,presence oLmica (illite) at 
10.27,"10:.15;.and .10.04A9 ~ .Th~:3 .• 3SA0 ,maxamum:.is:again quartz. 
· Soil Genesis 
.·.Genea:l.:s,,of •-the: Zaneis.:.Soil (Mollisol) 
. ·. ·.This '.hypothesis assumes:.that .. deveiopment· .. pro.ceeds in a geo-
morphically. stable" upland .site in.moderately 0,thiek post-Permian 
allu-v-ialand/or'.leessial,.sediments,.depesited,,_ev.-er::the•'.older eroded 
. Permian, Redbeds ...... ,.This. approaeh,.of. soil. genesis,.for· a Mollisol, Model 1 
(Figure,.14), is .discussed below . 
... : : .. : .:.Minimal .. Stage,,oLSoil Develepment~." In:. the;.first stage, soil 
. dev.elopmentbegins,.with calcareous ,saa.dy,.loam::"interstratified with 
loam: to clay- loam~; :·,At :this stagerof develepment,~, no, additions or 
deletions are assumed. Accumulation of organic matter is enhanced by 
the prairie vegetation. Addition of organic matter equals or exceeds 
losses so that a mollic epipedon is developed and maintained. The high 
carbonate content of the parent material acts as an .inhib.itor to the 
leaching of bases and weathering of-silicate clays. However, carbon-
ates are continually being transferred downward by leaching. 
Percolating water ,moving through the solum transfers some bases to. the 
depth of water movement. Continuing carbonate and base removal under 
the prairie vegetation forms a weak cambic horizon and increase the 
thickness of the solum. This dominates the first stage of soil genesis. 
The surface remains predominantly alkalin~ due to the recycling of 
bases by the prairie vegetation. 
Medial Stage of Soil,. Development. Reorganization of oxides into 
mineral coatings and negligible tr.anslocation .of clays aid ·in, increasing 
the expression of the thickening cambic horizon. The leaching process 
removes bases from the surface layer leaving it neutral to slightly 
acid, thus increasing the rate of weatherin~. The translocation of· 
inherited fine clays are moved downward.along root channels, cracks, 
and pores to a·depth where they·are redeposited with .the evaporation of· 
water. This gives rise to~ minimal argillic horizon. 
Maximal Stage of Soil Development. The maximal stage of soil 
development is strongly dependent on a stable,. level relief. This 
provides a more humid microclimate which in turn aids in the weathering 
process. There is further loss qf bases and a decrease in pH in tqe 
surface layer. However, predominance of exhcangeable cations inhibits 
ruµiy weathering processes. Thus~ the recycling of bases probably :f,.m-
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Figure 14. Proposed Hypothesis Illustrating Morphology Changes 
and Process Rates for An Alfisol (Model 1.) and A 
Mpllisol (Model 2). 
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of clay and silt size particles, especially fine clay, promotes 
develop~nt of the argillic horizon. These. processes characterize the 
maximal stage of development. As these processes continue, the fine 
clay blocks the small pores and channels and gives further expression 
to the ar~illic horizon. Since the lower horizon or parent material is 
coarser in texture, there is greater tension and water tends to be re-
tained in the fine capillaries above. As the water evaporates or is 
withdrawn by roots, the suspended materials precipitate. It is in this 
stage that a definite clay bulge can be seen (Fig. 10) in the argillic 
horizon. The data on pH, cation exchange capacity, and particle size 
distribution (Table X) suggest that silicate clays have been physically 
translocated from the A horizon to the argillic horizon. 
Genesis of the Konawa Soil (Alfisols) 
It is assumed in this hypothesis that development also proceeds in 
a geomorphically stable upland site with no additions or losses of the 
initial parent material. Parent material is .assumed to be the same as 
in the previous hypothesis. The changing soil properties result under 
the influence of deciduous forest and tall grass, probably approximat-
ing a true savannah vegetation. This approach of soil genesis for an 
Alfisol, Model 2 (Fig. 14), is. discussed below. 
Minimal Stage of Soil Development. Additions of organic matter 
almost equal losses, and an ochric epipedon develops and is maintained. 
Due to the high content of organic acids released by leaf litter, the 
net rate of base removal is faster under deciduous forest than under 
prairie grass. Losses due to weathering ·and translocation of clays and 
free iron and aluminum in the surface layer produce an albic horizon. 
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With continued leaching of bases and negligible amounts of clay from 
the moderately acid upper albic horizon, a "color B" or cambic horizon 
develops. 
Medial Stage of Soil Development. Losses of bases continue to be 
greater than organic.matter additions, and an ochric epipedon is 
maintained. Due to leaching, the. albic horizon tends to migrate upward. 
Continued leaching of bases leaves the surface layer neutral to slight-
ly acid. Negligible translocation of clays and reorganization of 
oxides into mineral coatings increases the thickness of the cambic 
horizon. The rate of weathering is increased due to the slightly acid 
condition of the surface. The inherited fine clays are moved downward 
along root channels,, cracks, and pores to a depth where they are re-
deposited with the evaporation of water. As this procesfl of illuvia-
tion continues, a minimal argillic horizon develops. 
Maximal Stage of Development. Losses of bases continue to be 
greater than additions of organic matter, and the ochric epipedon is 
maintained. This is caused by the increased acidity of the surface 
layer. As continued eluviation of clays and silt size particles occurs, 
especially the fine clays, further development of the argillic horizon 
is promoted. The argillic horizon develops upward as the fine pores 
and channels are·filled with the fine clays. Clay coatings can be 
found on sand particles and ped faces. The argillic horizon reaches its 
maximum development while the leaching action in.the surface layer 
causes the A2 horizon to progress upward into.the Al horizon, reducing 
its thickness. 
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Use and Management·of Soils 
Use and Management Practices· 
The soils of the Perkins Agronomy Research Station are highly 
subject to wind and water erosion. Erosion claimed a portion of the. 
west half of the station before the area was terraced. The east half 
of the farm is highly subject to .wind erosion, and carefully selected. 
management practices should be followed there. 
Management is not only needed for cotitrolling erosion but· for 
maintaining a suitable level of organic matter, improving or maintain-
ing tilth, and conserving soil moisture. Surface crusting may also 
require special attention. The most effective methods for controlling 
erosion in this area are tilling the soil as little as possible to 
maintain it in good cond:i,tion; growing a winter cover crop, or strip-
cropping. Other helpful practices would.be growing grasses, legumes, 
or both in a long-term rotation with tilled crops, returning as much 
residue as possible to the .soil and keeping it near.the surface; 
constructing terraces, and farming on the contour~ All waterways 
should be put int;o sod and constantly maintained. To minimize wind 
erosion on.the sandy.soils such as the Dougherty, Eufaula, and Konawa, 
overgrazing should be prevented; aI).d plant residu.es shollld be used for 
protection. 
Predicted Yields 
The· predicted yields (Table XII) for each crop-soil combination 
are based partly on records kept by the Oklahoma Agricultural Experi-
ment Station on fertility studies, crop var.ieties, and crop rotation 
TABLE XII 
PREDICTED YIELDS FOR SELECTED CROPS ON THE sotLS LOCATED ON THE PERKINS AGRONOMY RESEARCH STATION 
Tame pasture 
Co111110n Improved 
Gr. bermuda- bermuda- Forage Sorghum 
Wheat Oats Barley Cotton Sorghum Alfalfa Peanut• . grass grass as dry wt • 
Map Slops c(4> z(4l c I c I c I c I c I c I ~ 112) c I .c I SX!l!!!ol Soil Phase Phase BulA BulA Bu/A Bu/A BuLA Bu[A lbsLA lbs[A lbslA lbs[A T[A T/A bu/A bu[A n num T/A TLA 
lB !Conawa · fsl · 1-3 12 20 28 38 24 34 200 400 25 40 2.0 3.0 25 so 3.0 s.o 4.0 · 6.3 
111-3 Konawa fsl, 1-3 lZ 18 25 35 20 32 200 300 22 32 1.0 2.0 --- --- 2.0 4.5 3.5 6.3 2.0 3.0 
mod. eroded 
lC Konawa fsl 3-5 --- --- 26 38 -- --- 200 325 24 40 1.5 2.3 22 45 3.5 5,6 5.3 1.0 




160 275 20 33 --- --- 15 30 2.1 4.5 3.0 6.3 
mod, eroded· 
lD Konawa fsl 5-8 --- -- --- --- . ·--- --- --- ---- --- --- --- -- ---
2B Dougherty fsl 1-3 10 17 18 32 22 32 125 275 18 30 1.0 2.0 25 45 
2C Dougher.ty fsl 3-5 8 13 14 26 20 30 100 200 14 24 --- --- 23 40 
Teller tsi. 
(3) 13) 




3C-3 Teller flll 3-5 
mod. eroded 
4A .Pulaski soils 0.:.1 12 24 25 40 25 40 220 300 20 35 1.7 3.0 
Sii · Eufaula fd 1-3 9 16 Hi 30 14. 22 --- -- 17 23 --- --- 12 18 --- --- ---- -- 1.5 2.0 
6A Farnwa ail 0-1 21 31 40 45 35 48 300 400 32 48 3.0 4.0 27 47 
--- --- --- ---




SB Teller iosm 1-3 l7 24 24 38 290 28 1.4 2.5 
Ql UI 
-- --
375 40 700 1,200 




9B Zaneis 10 ... 1-3 16 26 25 40 25 40 225 370 28 38 1.2 2.0 --- --- 3.5 5,0 4.0 6,0 2.2 3.2 
9C Zaneis 1,;,aa 3-5 14 24 23 38 21 33 170 260 26 36 --- --- --- -- 3.21 4,3 3.5 5.5 2.0 3.0 
lOA Carwile soils 0-1 --- --- -- -- -- --- --- --- -- --- -- --- --- --- • --- --- --- --- ---
lOB Carwile soils 1-3 14 20 --- --- 18 28 --- --- 22 35 --- --- --- ---
-13) --- --- 1.5 2,5 
llA Wet clayey 0-1 




(2) An animal unit - month is the number of months that one acre will provide.grazing 
for 1 animal, · 
(3) Lbs. of beef. 
""" (4) C ~ customary management, I a improved management m 
and tillage trials. The experiments· have been· conducted fo.r many years 
on both permanent and experimental sites and on farmers' plots. Data 
were also taken from soil surveys of surrounding counties with similar 
soils. Many different _cultural practices, varietal types, etc. are 
involved in these yield estimates so they may be considered as no more 
than rough indicators of the relative performance of these crops on 
these particular soils. 
Capability Classification 
The land use capability subclasses for the soils of the Perkins 
Agronomy Research Station are defined below and are shown for each 













Deep nearly level, well drained, medium-textured soils on high 
alluvial benches. 
Deep, nearly level, well-drained, medium-textured soils with 
a thick dark surface layer. 
Deep, dark-colored, well drained, gently sloping soils that 
have a medium-textured surface lay~r •. · 
Deep, dark-colored, well "drained, nearly level and gently· 
sloping soils that have a moderately coal;."se-textured surface 
layer. 
Permeability of these soils is slow to moderately slow. These 
soils are·deep and moderately deep, gently sloping to moderate..;. 
ly sloping. The. Permian material is within three feet of the 
surface in parts of this area. 
Deep, frequently flooded soils of the _local bottdmlands that 
have a moderately coarse textured to moderately fine textured 
surface liiyer. 
Deep, dark-colored well drained, moderately a.loping soils -that 
have a moderately coarse-textured surface layer. 
Deep, well drained, nearly level to gently sloping soils that 
have a coarse-textured surface soil. 
The soils are similar to those in capability unit IIe-4, but 
they are subject to severe water erosion •. 
Deep and moderately deep, well drained, brownish gently sloping 
soils on timbered upland. 
Deep and moderately deep, brownish, well drained, moderately 
sloping soils .on timbered upland, moderately eroded. 
Deep to m()derately deep, gently sloping soils on uplands which 









Deep and moderately deep, well drained, brownish, moderately 
to strongly sloping timbered upland. 
Deep and moderately deep, brownish, well drained gently sloping 
soils on oak-timbered uplands, moderately eroded. 
Nearly level to gently sloping soils with surface layers of 
fine sandy loam and very slowly permeable, mottled clayey 
subsoil. These are somewhat poorly drained and occur in 
depressions. Practices.are needed to improve drainage and 
maintain fertility. 
Deep, light-colored, well drained, moderately sloping to 
strongly sloping soils that have a coarse-textured surface 
layer and a moderately fine-textured subsoil. 
Same as Unit IVe-1 except for moderate erosion. 
Moderately deep and deep, dark-colored, well drained, moderate-
ly slopirtg soils with a moderately coarse-textured surface 
layer, moderately eroded and gullied. 
Deep, brownish, somewhat excessively drained, level to very 
gently sloping sandy soils. 
Frequently flooded land types that have a high water table and 
are on bottomlands with fine-.textured materials over coarser-
textured sediments. 
Range Sites and Condition Classes 
A range site is a distinctive kind of rangeland that is suffi-
ciently uniform in climate, soil, and elevation to produce a particular 
type of climax vegetation. In the same pasture area, there may be 
several range sites with each range site requiring different stockirtg 
rates and different management practices. 
The name of range sites for each given mapping unit can be found 
in Table XIII. A description of each type of site as taken from Soil 
Survey of surrounding counties .with similar soils is given below. 
Deep Sand Savannah Range Site. This range sit.e consists of nearly 
level to strongly sloping loamy soils. These soils permit deep pene-
trations of roots which encourages growth of trees and woody plants. 
Post oak, blackjack oak, and other woody plants increase greatly if 
these areas are overgrazed. Where this site is in excellent condition, 
the es.timated annual yield of air-dry herbage, except for trees and 
brush, is 3,800 pounds per acre in years of favorable moisture and 
1,900 pounds per acre in years of unfavorable moisture. 
Sandy Prairie Range Site. This range site occurs mostly in culti-
vated areas. It consists of soils that have a fine sandy loam surface 
TABLE XIII 
GUIDE TO THE MAPPING UNITS ON THE PERKINS AGRONOMY RESEARCH STATION 
Map Slope Capability 
Symbol Mapping Unit Phase Acreage Percent Unit Range Site 
lB , Konawa fine·sandy loam 1-3 84.2 13.20 IIe-3 Deep Sand Savannah 
lB-3 Konawa fine sandy loam, 1-3 12.5 1,10 IIIe~4 Deep Sand Savannah 
mod, eroded 
lC Konawa fine sandy loam 3-5 32.8 5.11 IIIe-7 Deep Sand Savannah 
lC-3 Konawa fine sandy loam, 3-5 5.2 0.81 IIIe-5 Deep Sand Savannah 
mod. eroded 
lD Konawa fine sandy loam 5-8 16.4 2.61 IIIe-7 Deep Sand Savannah 
2B Dougherty Fine sandy loam 1-3 49.7 7.80 IIIe-2 Deep Sand Savannah 
2C Dougherty fine sandy loam 3-5 28.1 4.50 IVe-3 Deep Sand Savannah 
3B Teller fine sandy loam 1-3 73,1 11.40 Ile-2 Sandy Prairie 
3C-3 Teller fine sandy loam, 3-5 6.3 1.00 IVe-3 Sandy Prairie 
mod, eroded 
4A Pulaski soils 0-1 16.5 2,57 IIw-1 Loamy .Bottomland 
SB Eufaula fine sandy loam 1-3 19.0 2.96 IVs-1 Deep Sand Savannah 
6A Farnum silt loam 0-1 20.0 3.22 I-3 Loamy Prairie 
8A Teller loaD. 0-1 61.0 9.70 I-2 Loamy Prairie 
BB Teller loam 1-3 76-3 12.00 IIe-1 Loamy Prairie 
BB-2 Teller loam. slightly, 1-3 89.0 14.00 Ile-1 Loamy Prairie 
slightly eroded 
98 Zaneis.loani 1-3 lli.3 2.60 Ile-4 Loamy Prairie 
9C Zaneis loam 3-5 6.7 1.10 Ille-3 Loamy Prairie 
lOA Carwile soils 0-1 10.6 1.70 IIIw-1 Sandy Prairie 
108 Carwile soils 1-3 7.8 1.22 IIIw-1 Sandy Prairie 
llA Wet clayey.alluvial land 0-1 s;s 1.40 Vw-1 Wet Land 
640.0 100.0 . "' 
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layer. The subsoil is somewhat finer textured and slows penetration of 
water. Prairie vegetation is most common, but some woody plants grow 
and increase if the range is not well managed. Big bluestem, little 
bluestem, and indiangrass are . the principle grass.es. Woody plants 
include elm, coralberry, and oak. Where this site is in excellent 
condition, t~e estimated yield of air-dry·herbage is 4,800 .pounds per 
acre in years of unfavorable moisture. 
Lo~y Prairie Range Site. This range site consists of nearly 
level to gently rolling soils. These .. soils generally· have a loam Qr 
silt loam surf~ce layer that is granular and porous •. They are-perme-
able to water, are easily penetrated by roots, and have-good capacity. 
for storing moisture. This is the m.ost productive range·site in the 
uplands. In areas ·in excellent condition,· the climax. vegetation is 
about 80 percent decreaser grasses, about 5 percent legumes and forb9 
and about 15 percent . increasers. The decreaser grasses are mainly b'ig 
bluestem, little bluestem, indiangrass, and switchgrass. The legumes 
and forbs include tickclover, leadplant, gayfeathers, and sunflower. 
Among the increasers are sideoats grama, tall dropseed, meadow dropseed, 
wild-indigo, and, heath aster. Where the site is in excellent condition, 
the estimated..annual yield of dry herbage is .5,000 pounds per acre in. 
years of favorable moisture and 1,600 pounds per acre in years of 
unfavorable moisture. · 
Loamy Bottqmland Range Site. This range site consists of deep, 
fertile, loamy soils on bottomlands. If this site is in excellent 
condition, vegetation consists o~ a mixture of tall grasses and woody 
plants. Among the tall grasses are eastern ·gramagrass, prairie cord-
grass, big bluesi:em, switchgrass, broadleaf.uniola, and wildryes. The 
woody plants .include pecan, walnut, indigobush, and trumpet vine. In 
areas in excellent condition, grasses cover about 75 percent and.woody 
plants cover the rest~ The condition of the range declines to poor.in 
some areas that have been cultivated and then abandoned because of 
flooding. In thee1e areas the plant mixture consists mainly of -.johnson-
grass; bermudagrass, pecan sprouts, trumpet vine, seacoast sumpweed~ 
and other relate~ ,plants. There are also some indiangrass, big blue~ 
stem, switchgrass, and purp1etop. Where this site ,is in excellent 
condition,· the estimated annual yield of air-dry herbage is 8,500 
pounds peracre in.years of favorable moisture and 4,500 pounds per 
acre in years of unfavorable- moisture. 
Wet Land. Wet clayey alluvial land is the only mapping unit·in 
this range site. It is made up of sc1,ndy materials stratified with 
clays. The water table is high most of the year. The kinds of 
vegetation that can grow are.limited by the excess of moisture. Purple 
lovegrass, rosin weed, johnsongrass, bushy bluestem, and some switch-
grass grow in varying stands. 
Management of Soils for Windbreaks and Post Lots 
Much of the timber has been cleared from the Research Station to 
allow for the land to be used as crop land. The post-oak, blackjack 
oak forest itself is of little conunercial value in the area. The trees 
which occur.on the more sandy areas of the station help stabilize the 
soil and prevent loss of top soil. Careful management is required on. 
these areas once the timber is removed. 
Engineering Interpretations of Soils 
Several soil properties are·of special interest to engineers· 
because they affe.ct the . construction and maintenance of roade, airports, 
pipelines, building foundations, water storage facilities, erosion 
control structures, drainage·systems, and sewage disposal systems. 
The properties which are most important to the engineer are 
permeability to water, shear strength, compaction characteristics, 
grain size, plasticity, and reaction. Topography, depth to water 
table, and depth to bedrock are also important. 
Information in the Soil Survey can be used to: 
1. Locate probable sources of gravel and other construction 
materials; 
2. Make soil and land use studies that will ai4 in selecting 
and developing sites for irtdustries, businesses, residences; 
and recreational areas; 
3. Make preliminary estimates of the engineering properties 
of soils in planning of agricultural drainage systems, farm 
ponds, irrigation systems, and diversion systems; 
4. Make preliminary evaluations of soil and ground conditions 
that will .aid in selecting locations for highways; airports, 
pipelines, anq cables and in planning detailed investigations 
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at the selected location; 
5. Correlate performance of engineering structures with soil 
mapping units and thus develop information that will be useful 
in designing and maintaining the structure; 
6. Determine the suitability of soil mapping units for cross-
country movement of vehicles and construction equipment; 
7. Supplement the.information obtained from other published maps 
and from reports and aerial photographs for the i;,urpose . ot ·. 
making maps and reports tha;t·can be used readily by 
engineers; and 
8. Develop other preliminary estimates for construction 
purposes (6). 
This survey did not specifically include an on-site study of 
engineering properties of the.soils encountered, but soil surveys of 
surrounding areas can be used as a general guide for estimated 
engineering properties and engineering interpretations of soil.s 
similar to the soils found.on the Perkins Agronomy Research Station. 
Comparison of the New Soils M~p with the Previous One· 
The following section is a discussion of the changes which were 
made in soil units and the criteria involved in making these changes. 
Portions of phases 3C-l, 3B~l, and 6B-l of the Norge soils in the 
previous soil survey were changed to phases 9B and 9C of the Zaneis 
soils in the new survey. Norge is a Millisol which developed under the 
influence of native grasses. These soils belong to the subgroup Udic 
Paleustolls, and they are in the fine-silty textural family. 
To be a "pale" soil, the soil must have avertical clay 
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distribution such that the clay does not decrease by 20 percent of the 
maximum clay content within 60 inches of the soil surface. However, 
the particle size analysis of profiles No. 5 and No. 11 (Tables X and 
XI) and clay content with depth (Figs. 10.and 11) show that there is, 
indeed, a 20 percent decrease in clay from the maximum clay content 
within 60 inches. Therefore, these .soils should be classified in the. 
Great Group of Argiustolls instead of Paleustolls (such as-Norge). 
Also, the family textural grouping was used as.criteria in changing 
the soil name from Norge to Zaneis. Particle s:f,ze analyses of profiles 
No. 5 and No. 11 (Tables X and XI) indicated that both of these soils 
have 15 percent fine sand or coarser in the control section which 
places these soils in.the fine-loamy textural family with Zaneis rather 
than in the fine-.silty family .with Norge. 
Phases lOB-1, lOC-3, lOC-1, and the remaining portions of phases 
6B-1 and 3B-1 of thei Norge soils 6f the previous. survey were ·changed 
to phases 8B, 8B-2, 3B, and 3C-3 of the Teller soils in the new survey. 
As stated above, Norge soils are in the Great Group of Paleustolls and 
belong to the fine-silty textural family. The particle size analysis 
of profile No. 10 (Table IX) and clay content with depth (Fig. 9) 
indicate that these soils have a greater than 20 percent decrease in 
clay content from the maximum within.60 inches. Therefore, these soils 
should not be classified as Paleustolls but as Argiustolls. Another 
classification criteria used was the family textural grouping. The· 
particle size analysis of profile No. 10 (Table IX) demonstrates that 
there is more than 15 percent fine-sand and coarser within the control 
section which prevents this soil.from being in the fine-silty family .. 
It is in the fine-loamy textural.family, and it .has been classified as 
Teller, These soils have moderate permeability; whereas, the Zaneis 
and Norge soils are moderately slow in permeability. 
Phase lA-1 of the Vanoss soils ,of the old.survey were changed to 
phase 6A of the Farnum soils and 8A of the Teller soils, The so.ils . 
being considered as Farnum occur in an area-that·has possibly received 
depositon from above causing an extra thick surface layer which meets 
the color requirements of .a mollic epipedon, This condition is known 
as "Pachic". The profile description of·Farnumsilt .loam.exhibits.this 
characteristic, The dark thick layer is not typical of the Vanoss· 
soils. 
The textural family was also a criteria for ch~nging the series· 
name of this soil. Vanoss soils are fine-silty while Farnum soils are 
fine-loamy. Particle size analysis of profile No. 1 (Table VIII) 
indicates that this profile has 15 percent fine sand anc,l coarser irt 
the control section which definately establishes 'the profile as 'being 
fine-loamy. 
The remaining area of phase lA-1 of the Vanoss.soils.was-changed 
to phase 8A of the Teller soils., Here again, the basis for makirtg this 
change is the textural family. As .. stated above, Vanoss soils are fine-
silty and Teller soils are fine-loamy. The particle size aaalysis of 
profile No. 10 (Table IX) shows this profi:).e to have more. than 15 
percent fine sand and coarser irt the control section which renders it 
fine-loamy, the textural family to which Teller belongs. 
Approximately one half of phases 2B-1, 2D-1, and 2D-3 of the 
Dougherty soils of the previous. survey were changed · to phases lB, lB-3, 
lC, lC-.3, and lD of the Konawa soils. The Konawa series was proposed 
for soils which were formerly classified in the. Dougherty series but 
do not qualify as arenic. Other characteristics are held.in ,common·for 
both soils. Descriptions of Konawa soils show that all of these soils 
have A horizons less tha.Q. 20 inches in thickness; therefore, tQey CEµi 
not be arenic. As .a consequence, those soils which have 20 to 40 
inches of·surface soil are.classified·as.Dougherty; and those hav:f,.ng 
less.than 20 inches·of surface soil are.classified as Konawa. Also, 
Dougherty soils are loamy while the Konawa soils are.fine-loamy. 
Part:f,.c;le size analysis of Konawa profiles No. 2, 3, and 6 (Tables III, 
IV, and V) indicate that these so:f,.ls have greater ·than 15 percent fine 
sand and·coarser in the control section and between 18 and·35 percen1:. 
clay .which classifies these soils 'as fine-,loamy, ·i.e., the textural 
family to which the Konawa soils belong. 
Particle , size analysis of Dougherty soils, profile No. 8 (Table VI)_ 
demonstrates that it has greater than 15 percent fine sand and coarser 
in the control section~ but th.e average clay content of .the control 
section is less than 18 percent which places it .in the. coarse loamy 
textural.family. Therefore, the thickness of the surface soil'and the 
textural family classification are cr:f,.teria for changing these soils. 
from Dougherty to Konawa. 
In ord.er to emphasize .the differences · in the previous ·survey· and 
the new one, a' cc,mparison of land use capability .subclasses 'between the· 
mapping units.in the two surveys is presented·in T~ble :XIV~ 
Classification of the Soils on the Research Station 
The soils of .. this. study area were classified according to the 
7th Approximation (21) and the results are given in.Table XV. 
Considering all data, the Mollisol characteristics are mote 
Soil 
symbol Mapping Unit Acreage 
IE Ko......a fsl, 1-3% slopes 84.2 
lB-3 Konawa fsl, 1-3% slepes 12.5 
mod. erodetl 
IC Konawa fsl, l-5% $10,_.. 32.8 
lC-3 Konawa fsl, 3·51 sl.,... .5.2 
mod. eroded 
ID Kona1,1a fsl, 5'-8% si,,,e. 16.4 
2B Dougherty fsl, 1-3% s1o,es 0.7 
,. 
2C Dougherty fsl, 3-5% slop~ te.1 
38 Teller fsl, 1-3% slopes 1l.l 
3C-3 Teller fsl, 3-5% slope~ , • .1 
mod. eroded 
4A Pulaski soils, 0-1% sl~..- 16.5 
511~ Eufaula £sl, 1-3% slo,pes u.o 
6A Farnum sil, 0-1% slopes 20.0 
BA Teller loam, 0-1% slopes 61.0 
88 Teller loam, 1-3% slopes 76.3 
SB-2 .Teller loam, 1-3% slopes 89.0 
slightly eroded 
98 Zaneis loam, 1-3% slopes 16.3 
9C Zaneis loam, 3-5% slopes <>. 7 
lOA Carwile soils, 0-1%.slopes 10., 
IDB Carwile c~ils, 1-3% slopes 7.8 




COMPARISON OF LAND USE CAPABILITY SUBCLASSES 
BETWEEN MAPPING UNITS IN THE TWO SURVEYS 
Air .. s in --------
eaoll, class 
c .. ,. ... Soil 
Percent llnit ~ symbol .~llaH, 
13. 2(} II•3 t--,tt.o lA-1 ·vMto&s 1i>a 
I.IO I!l ..... W.-36$.6 ta Va•,;rs 119.,. ell\J'4'3' St¥>-
stra.ta 
5.11 IIIr7 t't.-14'.t tt:-1 Douaau,rt:y fat. l-3% ..,.,. 
,lj) 111-1 10.-.1 •• 4 2D-l ~erst,. fs~ .... ._. 
.) D1'11111ltt~ ftil,, 5...n .~ 
l. ftl ru~1 ur-....1,.4 -eH.IM 
1.S.O 111.-~ IVr)4.4 3B-l Norp ~· with 1 to 1Jlf 
4.50 IVe-3 IVa-19.0 A. lw,tizon, 1-3'% s1o.,.. 
11.49 Ile-2 ~.5 3c,.1 !lii>tp ~ with 7 to 12" A -i.;.01\', 3"-5% sl~ 
LOO rve-3 aQ.() 411-l Eutaw.a Ifs 
J.57 Ilw-1 5 ... 1 te11e1: fsl, 1~n slo~ 
2.96 IVs-1 5C-l Teller fsl, 3-5% sle{Nl4 
3.22 I-3 .... litor~• l4& wt-rh U t• lf!i 
'1. 70 !-2 A M!tiza. 1--n sb>pe• 
12.00 Ile-1 7~ ~ &ails 
14.00 IIe-1 SA•i ~fsl 
lOB-1 Norge fsl, 1-3% slopes 
2.60 IIe-4 lOC-1 Norge fsl, 3-5% slopes 
1.10 U:a--3 lOC-3 Norge fsl, 3-5% sl9pes 
1.10 IIIw-1 eroded 







!.crea11:e Percent Unit s11bclass 
n.o 11.4 1-2 1-74.5 
1.5 .25 1-1 lle-260.0 
!IO.O 12.48 llle-2 IIv-41.0 
88.0 13.73 IVe--3 IIIe-117 .9 
e.6 1.36 IVe-4 IIIw-8.0 
92,0 14.30 IIe-1 IVe-106.6 
8.3 1.3 Ille-6 IVs-26.0 
26.0 4.1 IVs-1 Vw-6.0 
17 •. 0 2.65 Ile-2 640.0 
17.6 2.75 IIIe-1 
.91.0 14.20 Ile-1 
41.0 6.40 Ilw-1 
8.0 1.25 IIIw-1 
60.0 9.44 lle-1 
12.0 1.9 Ille-1 
10.0 1.55 lVe-3 














CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS OF THE PERKINS AGRONOMY RESEARCH STATION 
Family 
Fine, mixed, noncalcareous, 
thermic 
Loamy, mixed, thermic 
Sandy,. siliceous, thermic 
Fine-loamy, mixed, thermic 
Fine-loamy, mixed, thermic 
Coarse-loamy, mixed, 
nonacid, thermic 
Fine-loamy, mixed, thermic 























strongly expressed on the west half of the Research Station while 
Alfisol characteristics are more strongly expressed on the east half. 
The Entisol characteristics are expressed in lower areas that receive 
fresh alluvial sediments. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The objectives of this·study were to obtain a modern.so:i,l.classifi-
cation and map according to the 7th Approximation and collect and 
utilize all data and information for making interpretations in regard 
to land use and management purposes. Samples were taken from .. the more 
extensive mapping units of the farm for laboratory analysis, The 
Mollisols occur on the older, more stable land-forms of the area, while 
the Alfisols and Entisols,occur on the younger, less stable land~forms,· 
Field studies and laboratory.data verify the changes in mapping 
units and the classification of soils according to the 7th 
Approximation. Data collected indicate that portions of phases 3C-l, 
3B-l, and 6B-l of the Norge soil of the previous soil survey correlate 
more highly with the Zaneis series listed as phases 9B and 9C on the 
soils map of.the present study, This change was based on.the family 
textural grouping and verti.cal clay distribution with depth in the 
profile, Phases lOB-1, lOC-1, lOC-3, and the remaining portions of 
phases 6B-l and 3B-l of the Norge soils of. the earlier survey were .. 
changed to phases 8B, 8B-2, 3B, and 3C-3 of the Teller soils in the 
new soils map. Th~ family textural grouping and vertical·c],ay distri-
bution with depth were criteria used in making this change as well, 
Also, Teller soils have moderate permeability while Norge and Zaneis 
soils are moderately slow. 
89 
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Phase lA-1 of the Vaness soils ·of the previous survey wa,s~ changed 
to phase 6A of the Farnum soils. This change was justified because of 
the "Pachic" condition of the surface layer and the family textural 
grouping. The, remaining area of.phase lA-1 of Vaness soils of .the 
earlier survey .was changed to phase BA of the .. Teller soils. This· 
change was based on.the criteria of family textural grouping. Port.ions 
of phases 2B-l, 2D-l, and 2D-3 of the Dougherty soils of the previous 
surv~y were changed to phases l:S, lB-3, le;:, lC-3, a1;1d lD of the Konawa 
soils. Criteria for making this change were the thickness of the. 
surface layer and the family.textural grouping. 
The results of this study allowed the soils of the Perkins 
~gronomy Research Station to ·be characterized and classified.according 
to the 7th Approximation. Specific lap4 use and manage111,ent interpre-
tations and reco~ndations maybe:f9und for each soil'in ,Chapter IV 
(i.e. , the Results and Discussion). 
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APPENDIX A 
ELEMENTS AND TERMS 
Formative Elements in 

















ELEMENTS AND TERMS 
Connotation 
characteristics associated with 
wetness 
associated with flood plains 




an argillic horizon 
ultimate in weathering 
typical, soils which typify 






of humid climates 
soils which must have surface 
epipedons between 20 to 40 inches 
thick that have textures of loamy 
fine sand or coarser throughout 
soils with a surface layer in 
excess of 20 inches that has 
characteristics of a mollic 
epipedon 
Surface epipedons: 
Mollic--A layer of soil more than 4 inches thick if underlain 
directly by a lithic contact·or more than one-third the 
thickness of the solum if the solum is less than 30 
inches, or more than 10 inches thick if the solum is 
greater than 30 inches. It must contain at least one 
percent organic matter and base saturation must be over 
50 percent. For color of the mollic epipedon, the value 
must be darker than 3.5 when moist and 5.5 when dry, 
and chroma of less than 3.5 when moist. Structure is 
usually porous granular type, 
Ochric--Epipedons too light in color, too high in chroma, or too 
thin to be mollic or any other diagnostic surface horizon, 
or they are both massive and hard when dry. 
Diagnostic subsurface horizons: 
Ar.gillic~-Anilluvial horizon in which silicate clays have 
accumulated. 
Cambic--A subsurface horizon which must have some evidence of 
pedongenic processes at work but not strongly enough to be 
an argillic or other subsurface horizon. 
Lithic contact--A boundary between soil and a continuous, coherent 
underlying material wlth a hardness of 3 or more on the 
Mohs scale. 
Paralithic contact--Differs from lithic in that the hardness of the 
underlying material is less than 3 on the Mohs 
scale. 
Particle-size classes for Family groupings: 
Coarse laomy--with less than 18 percent clay. 
Loamy--More than 15 percent fine sand or coarser and between O and 
35 percent clay. 
Coarse loamy--Less than 18 percent clay and greater than 15 
percent fine sand or coarser, 
Fine-loamy--More than 18 percent clay but less than 35 percent 
clay and greater than 15 percent fine sand or 
coarser. 
Fine-silty--with more than 18 percent clay but less than 35 per-
cent clay and more than 15 percent fine sand or 
coarser. 
APPENDIX B 
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Figure 15. Detailed Soil Survey of Perkins Farm, 












DETAILED SOIL SURVEY PERKINS FARM - PERKINS, OKLAHOMA 
ALL OF SEC. 36, T18N; R2E 
Soil Name Symbol Soil Name 
Vaness loam, 5B-1 Teller fine sandy loam, 
1-3% slopes 
Vaness loam, clayey 
substrata 5C-l Teller fine sandy loam, 
3-5% slopes 
Dougherty fine sandy loam, 
1-3% slopes 6B-l Norge loam with 12 to 16 
inch A horizon; 1-2% 
Dougherty fine sandy loam, slopes 
3-8% slopes 
7A-l Pulaski soils 
Dougherty fine sandy loam, 
5-8% slopes, eroded 8A-1 Carwile fine sandy loam 
Norge loam with 7 to 12- lOB-1 Norge fine sandy loam, 
inch A horizon, 1-3% 1-3% slopes 
slopes 
lOC-1 Norge fine sandy loam, 
Norge loam with 7 to 12- 3-5%.slopes 
inch A horizon, 3-5% 
slopes lOC-3 Norge fine sandy loam, 
3-5% slopes, eroded 
Eufaula loamy fine sand 
llA-1 Wet clayey alluvial land 
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